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Abstract 

Children who do not consume enough nutrition orally may require the use of feeding 

tubes. Tube dependency, which refers to prolonged tube-feeding that exceeds medical necessity, 

is associated with multiple serious risks. The complex maintaining factors of tube dependency 

require the involvement of a multidisciplinary team. Behavioural treatment, as part of the 

multidisciplinary approach, has shown its effectiveness in numerous studies. However, most 

studies were conducted in controlled clinic settings with well-trained behavioural therapists, 

outside New Zealand. There is a lack of reports on the transition to home settings with caregivers 

continuing the meals.  

The present study aimed to assess generalization, provide parent support and facilitate 

further skill advancement following intensive behavioural treatment for two children with tube 

dependency. While one child progressed through the intensive intervention to the follow-up 

period, the intensive intervention for the other child was delayed due to COVID-19. An 

individualized treatment package was applied to each participant in the caregiver-led meals. 

Ongoing caregiver trainings were provided and caregiver treatment integrity and adherence were 

measured. Behavioural measures as well as nutritional and growth outcomes for both children 

were collected. The study highlights that while consequence-based behavioural interventions are 

necessary, certain mealtime environments may be crucial as well. While both children showed 

improvements in food consumption, tube feeding was ceased for one child. Potential 

mechanisms underlying the treatment effects, limitations and future directions are discussed.  
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Introduction 

Apart from sustaining life and growth, eating has been closely linked to human 

behaviour, culture, and society. Feeding plays a fundamental role in the relationship between 

parent and child, and each party affects the behaviours of the other (Ammaniti et al., 2004). 

While growing, the child’s earliest form of communication arises from mother-child interactions 

during feeding (Stern, 1985). It is an interactive exchange of hunger cues from the child and 

sensitive responses from the mother (Satter, 1986). However, eating is a complex process, which 

requires the interaction of multiple body systems, including the digestive, muscular, nervous, and 

cardio-respiratory systems (Goday et al., 2019). Disturbance of one or more systems contributes 

to paediatric feeding disorders (PFD, Greer et al., 2008).  

Paediatric Feeding Disorders 

The most common form of PFD in children is “fussy eating”. Health professionals 

normally consider fussy eating as a part of the developmental stage, especially between the ages 

of 2 and 5 years (Addessi et al., 2005). However, children on the more extreme end may 

selectively eat a particular group of foods, based solely on food types, textures or familiarity 

(“food selectivity”, Williams & Seiverling, 2018). For example, a child may only eat pureed 

foods (i.e., Najdowski et al., 2012), carbohydrates, such as potato or corn chips (i.e., Cihon et al., 

2021), or a familiar group of food (i.e., Bloomfield et al., 2019). In the most severe cases, 

children with food refusal reject oral consumption of most to all foods in any form (Williams et 

al., 2010). The prevalence of PFD ranges from 25% to 45% in typically developing children, and 

the number increases to up to 80% for children with disabilities (Andrew & Sullivan, 2010; 

Chatoor et al., 2008; Manikam & Perman, 2000). The complex dimensions of feeding difficulties 

require collaborative care from multiple health care professionals, yet there is a lack of universal 
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definition of PFD across the medical, speech-language and psychological fields (Bryant-Waugh, 

2013; Kerzner et al., 2015). The inconsistency in the definitions of PFD across professions, in 

turn, contributes to the great variability in the estimation of the prevalence (Goday et al., 2019).   

PFD is associated with serious and chronic consequences including malnutrition 

(Ammaniti et al., 2012), easily fractured bones (Andrew & Sullivan, 2010), growth failure and 

deficits in brain development (Chatoor et al., 2008). Thus, a child who fails to meet nutritional 

requirements orally may need nutrition via a feeding tube (Throne et al., 1997). The most 

common feeding tubes are the nasogastric tube (NG-Tube) or gastrostomy tube (G-Tube). NG-

tubes are thin tubes inserted through the nostril which travel down the esophagus reaching the 

stomach. If the child fails to progress towards oral feeding, G-tubes will be surgically placed 

directly into the stomach. Several immediate benefits of feeding tubes have been documented, 

such as immediate weight gain, and increased caloric and nutritional intake (Ferluga et al., 2014). 

Moreover, caregivers reported high satisfaction as well as improved psychological states for both 

infants and parents (Martinez-Costa et al., 2013; Ortenstrand et al., 2001; White et al., 2020).  

Tube Dependency 

Despite the benefits of using feeding tubes for medically complex infants (e.g., Fox et al., 

2014), about 3% of children develop tube dependency (TD) and may remain dependent on tube 

feeding longer than medically required (Shore et al., 1997). Jelleyman (2013) reported that 65.9 

per 100,000 children in New Zealand required tube feeding and 26% were tube dependent. 

Several well-documented concerns and risks exist, especially when tube feeding is prolonged 

beyond what is medically necessary, including regular gagging, vomiting, loss of appetite and 

nausea (Pahsini et al., 2016). In addition, some children may experience displacement of the NG 

tube, which can result in serious injuries and complications (Koopmann et al., 2011; Sorokin & 
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Gottlieb, 2006). In New Zealand, weight gain during infancy is prioritized in the intensive care 

unit, which leads to the use of NG-tubes beyond the recommended duration (Jones et al., 2020). 

Prolonged use of NG-tubes may not only increase the risk of aspiration, but also cause irritation 

to the gastro-oesophagus (Gomes, et al., 2003; Metheny et al., 2007). This means that 

insufficient nutritional intake may be further exacerbated by reflux and vomiting (Andrew & 

Sullivan, 2010). On the other hand, although home G-tubes may be more stable, they are 

associated with more emergency visits in terms of tube-related complications (Irving et al., 2014; 

Khalil et al., 2017). Finally, TD is associated with negative parental affective states and parent-

child interactions, such as parental worries and heightened stress levels (Guttrand & Sullivan, 

2010; Gueron-Sela et al., 2011; Pedersen et al., 2004).  

Contributing Factors for Tube Dependency  

Medical and nutritional issues, oral motor skills, and behavioural factors interact with 

each other, contributing to and maintaining TD (Rommel et al., 2003). TD is closely related to 

medical diagnoses, which may be present from infancy (Field et al., 2003). While 1 out of 33 to 

42 infants are born with birth defects (Dolk et al., 2010), 80% of tube-dependent children have at 

least one medical diagnosis (Greer et al., 2008). Prematurity, developmental disabilities, 

gastrointestinal diseases and congenital heart disease are highly correlated with PFD and TD 

(Field et al., 2003; Kogon et al., 2007; Rommel, et al., 2003; Pahsini et al., 2018).  

Furthermore, TD is also highly correlated with oral motor impairment, such as 

swallowing dysfunction and oral motor delays (Field et al., 2003; Reilly et al., 1996). Medical 

and neurological diagnoses can affect oral structure and skill development (de Vries, et al., 2014; 

Natarajan et al., 2010; Rudolph & Link, 2002) which prevent the successful transition to oral 

feeding. Impairments in oral motor and sensory functioning can lead to insensitivity to food in 
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the mouth, inability to form food bolus, poor control of food, and gagging (Farrow & Coulthard, 

2012; Weir et al., 2007). Withholding oral feeding for a prolonged period of time may further 

impair their ability to acquire oral-motor skills (Delaney & Arvedson, 2008; Mason et al., 2005).  

Due to medical diagnoses, invasive medical procedures, skill deficits and parent-child 

mealtime interactions, feeding may be constantly paired with discomfort and aversive 

consequences (Mason et al., 2005; Piazza & Roane, 2009). Children with TD are more likely to 

display inappropriate mealtime behaviours (IMB), with high levels of challenging behaviours 

during oral feeding, such as crying, pushing food away, vomiting, gagging or refusing to eat 

(e.g., Piazza, Fisher et al., 2003). Other behaviours can also involve expulsion and packing. 

Expulsion refers to food or drink exiting the child’s mouth after acceptance (Girolami et al., 

2007). Packing, on the other hand, occurs when the child pockets or holds accepted foods in the 

mouth without swallowing (Sevin et al., 2002). Children with TD who have a history of medical 

diagnoses such as gastroesophageal reflux may have learned to avoid feeding even after the 

medical issue is resolved (e.g., Field et al., 2003). Caregiver responses such as food removal, as 

well as coaxing or negotiating, further maintain food refusal behaviours (Bachmeyer et al., 2009; 

Borrero et al., 2010; Piazza, Fisher et al., 2003). The behavioural aspects contributing to TD may 

also include other factors such as sleep (Reed et al., 2005), mealtime schedules and structure 

(Berlin et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2014; Coglan & Otasowie, 2019), problem behaviours (e.g., 

Berlin et al., 2010), parent mealtime behaviours (e.g., Hendy et al., 2009, 2016), and transition 

routines prior to mealtimes (O’Brien et al., 1991). Some general recommendations in the PFD 

literature include sufficient sleep, consistent mealtime schedules and structures, and positive 

parental interactions (e.g., Berlin et al., 2011; Hendy et al., 2016; Reed et al., 2005). 
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Behavioural Treatment for Children with TD 

Successful interventions for TD, therefore, require a multidisciplinary team (MDT) 

approach for the identification and treatment of multiple maintaining factors for each child 

(Cohen et al., 2006; Dunitz-Scheer et al., 2011; Jelleyman, 2013). In New Zealand, the team of 

professionals may include a paediatrician, dietitian, speech and language therapist (SLT), 

psychologist, nurse, occupational therapist, social workers and the Well Child Tamariki Ora 

Service (Starship, 2019). A dietician provides useful insights into nutritional intake and tube 

feeding schedules, while the SLT assesses and teaches essential swallowing and oral motor skills 

(Edwards et al., 2016; Silverman, 2010). Community nurse visits in New Zealand offer safe 

home tube-feeding and additional support. In addition, Well Child Tamariki Ora provides health 

checks for the child and assesses maternal wellbeing (Ministry of Health, 2013). 

Behavioural treatment has been an empirically supported intervention for children with 

PFD since the early 1990s (e.g., Babbitt et al., 1994). The behavioural approach is based on the 

assumption that food refusal, like any other human behaviour, is learned and then maintained by 

the consequences (Cooper et al., 2007). Through the use of functional analysis, researchers have 

determined that escape from feeding demands and attention most frequently serve as reinforcers 

that contribute to food refusal behaviours (e.g., Bachmeyer et al., 2009; Borrero et al. 2010; 

Cooper et al., 1995; Najdowski et al., 2003). Children with TD learned to avoid oral meals 

through their past learning history, which was further reinforced by the termination of the meals 

(Bachmeyer et al., 2009; Piazza et al., 2007). Piazza, Fisher et al. (2003) found that escape from 

bites or drinks functioned as a reinforcer in 90% of tube-fed children, while attention, such as 

coaxing or statements of concern, maintained IMB in over half of the children.  
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Other maladaptive mealtime behaviours, such as expulsion and packing, may be in the 

same response class (e.g., Milnes et al., 2019; Sharp et al., 2012). For example, Sevin et al. 

(2002) used non-removal of the spoon to increase solid food acceptance. However, increased 

acceptance was accompanied by increased expulsion of accepted bites. When the researchers 

targeted expulsion with re-presentation, packing emerged. Expulsion and packing are equally 

problematic if left untreated since they can lead to prolonged meal duration and decreased 

nutritional intake (Wilkins et al., 2011). 

Summary   

Due to the risks associated with prolonged tube-feeding, interventions to transition 

children from tube to oral feeding are crucial. Past research suggests that treatments are 

necessary for children who have relied on an NG-tube for over three months or a G-tube for over 

six months (Piazza & Addison, 2007). Interventions for TD require an MDT approach in terms of 

the assessment and management of the unique combination of contributing factors for each child. 

Multiple reviews have shown the effectiveness of the behavioural approach for tube dependency 

(e.g., Sharp, Jacquess et al., 2010; Sharp et al., 2010; Taylor, Virues-Ortega et al., 2019; 

Williams et al., 2010). It is also a cost-effective alternative to long-term supplemental tube 

feedings (Williams et al., 2007). The following section provides a literature review of the 

behavioural strategies in the feeding literature. The current review summarizes the treatment 

approaches and the outcomes, compares the general procedures and highlights the discrepancies.  
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Literature Review on Behavioral Treatment for Feeding 

 A literature search was conducted to identify key treatment procedures in the behaviour 

analytic literature for children with tube dependency or food refusal. A literature search was 

conducted using the databases PyschInfo (OVID) and Scopus. Search terms included “(Tube 

dependen* or Tube feed* or Food refusal) and (Therap* or Treat* or Intervention)”. Limits 

included: age groups from birth to 12 years, peer-reviewed journals and English language. A 

total of 193 distinct articles were found. Studies were included if the following criteria were met. 

Firstly, the study had to be published between the years 2001 and 2021. Secondly, children 

involved in the study had to be dependent on tube feeding or oral formula for nutrition. Thirdly, 

the children had to be aged between 0 and 6 years, with or without disabilities. Lastly, the studies 

had to use single-subject research design and implement interventions based on behavioral 

principles. Reviews or assessments without interventions were excluded. Thirty-eight articles 

met the criteria for inclusion. Upon meeting the inclusion criteria, studies were analyzed across 

four main dimensions: setting, participants, methods and outcomes (see Table 1).  
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Table 1 

Literature Review Studies  

Study 

Setting Participant Methods Outcome 

Setting MDT Age (y.) 
Tube 

Type 

Safe-

ty 

Assess-

ment 
Procedure DV 

CG 

Trained 

Genera-

lization 

F-up 

(mo.) 

Ahearn, Kerwin, 

et al. (2001) 
IP Y 4, 4 GT     PG, EE Accept, EXP, IMB Y  Y 

Alaimo et al. 

(2018) 
DT Y 2 

Risk 

for GT 
Y PA 

RC, EE, DRA, 

fading 

Accept, MC, EXP, 

IMB, intake 
Y Home, Cafe  

Bachmeyer et al. 

(2013) IT Y 1, 4 GT   PA 
Fading, DRA, EE, 

PG 

Accept, MC, pack, 

IMB, intake 
   

Berth et al. 

(2019) 
DT   4, 1, 4, 5 GT Y PA, FA NCR, DRA, EE Accept, IMB Y   

Borrero et al., 

(2013) 
IT-OP   2, 4, 1, 5 

GT, 

NGT 
   PA EE, PG Accept, IMB Y   

Casey et al. 

(2006) 
Home   2 NGT     DRA, EE 

Accept, IMB, CG 

response 
Y CG  

Casey et al. 

(2009) 
IP   2,1 

GT, 

NGT 
   -  DRA, EE, choice 

Accept, IMB, CG 

response 
Y 

Day-care, 

staff 
1.5 

Curtiss et al. 

(2008)  
Home Y 1 GT   FBA 

Antecedent, DRA, 

EE 
Oral & tube intake    

Dawson et al. 

(2003) DT   3 GT   
Complia

nce  
High-P, EE 

Accept, IMB, 

compliance 
   

De Moor et al. 

(2007) OP   
2,2, 

3,2,2 

GT, 

NGT 
Y   

Shaping, prompts, 

time-out, EE 
Accept, gag/vomit Y CG, home 3-12 

Gibbons et al. 

(2007) IT-DT Y 6 GT     Fading, EE, DRA 
Accept, EXP, gag, 

IMB, MC, intake 
Y CG, home 14 

Groff et al. 
(2014) 

DT   4 GT   FA Fading, EE Accept, IMB, MC    
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Gonzalez et al. 

(2013) 
IT-DT   3, 5 GT    PA 

Levels (DRA, EE, 

RC, visual board) 

Accept, pack, MC; 

CG responses 
Y  2 

Hoch et al. 

(2001) 
IP Y 3,2, 9, 3 GT     DRA, EE 

Accept, EXP, MC, 

IMB, intake 
  10, 

15 

Kahng et al. 

(2001) 
IP   5 GT   PA DRA, RC 

Accept, EXP, IMB, 

gag/vomit 
Y   

Kahng et al. 

(2003) 
IP   4 Liquid      

DRA (+ & -), PG, 

token, SP, EE 
Accept, IMB    

Kelley et al. 

(2003) 
DT    3 Liquid    PA SR+, SR- Accept, MC    

Kozlowski et al., 

(2016) IT-DT Y 3, 5 GT   PA SR- Accept, IMB    

LaRue et al. 

(2011) IT-OP Y 
2,5,1,5, 

1  

GT, 

NGT 
Y PA, FA DRA, EE,  

MC, Accept, IMB, 

EXP 
   

Hansen et al. 

(2020) IT-DT Y 5 GT Y FA 
DRA, EXT, 

antecedent 

Accept, IMB, MC, 

chewing, gag/cough 
Y 

Staff, 

school 

0.5 - 

4 

Mueller et al. 

(2004) 
DT Y 3, 4 GT    Food  

Blending, fading, 

DRA, EE 
Accept, MC - 

CG, 

chewing 

1, 2, 

3, 4, 

5, 6 

Pangborn et al. 

(2013) 
 DT   2, 3 

Liquid, 

GT 
  PA 

EE, NRC, RC, CG 

training 

Accept, EXP, 

gag/cough, IMB, 

CG responses 

Y   

Patel et al. 

(2002) 
DT   3, 2, 3 GT    DRA, EE Accept, MC    

Peterson et al. 

(2015) 

DT, 

TELE 
Y 3, 4 GT Y PA DRA, NCR 

Accept, IMB, CG 

response 
Y   

Peterson et al. 

(2017)  
DT Y 3 GT Y FA SR- 

Self-fed Accept, 

IMB 
Y   

Peterson et al. 

(2021) 

OP, 

TELE 
Y  2 - 7.5  

GT, 

NGT 
Y   

EXT, praise, NCR 

attention 

Accept, MC, IMB, 

CG responses 
Y  Y 

Piazza, Patel et 

al. (2003) 
IP   2, 3, 2, 4 

GT, 

NGT 
  PA DRA, EE Accept, MC, IMB   1, 4, 

6 
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Rivas et al. 

(2010) 
DT Y 4, 0.5, 1,   GT Y   

EE, spoon distance 

fading 
Accept, IMB    

Reed et al. 

(2004) 
DT   1, 3, 2, 4 

GT, 

NGT 
  PA NCR, EE Accept, IMB, IMB    

Rubio et al. 

(2015) 
IT-DT Y 3, 2 NGT Y FA 

EE, DRA, utensil, 

Side deposit, PG 
Accept, IMB, MC Y 

Spoon 

Accept 
 

Rubio et al. 

(2020) 
IT-DT Y 1, 3, 3 

 GT, 

NGT 
Y PA 

DRA, NCR, NRS, 

PG 
Accept, IMB Y  4-6 

Sharp, Harker et 

al. (2010) 
IT-DT Y 3 GT Y PA 

Spoon presentation, 

NCR 
MC, EXP  MC  

Sharp, Odom et 

al. (2012) 
IT-DT   2, 2, 2 GT Y PA 

Spoon presentation, 

DRA, EE 
MC, EXP Y 

Home, 

feeders 

1, 2, 

3, 5, 

9 

Sharp, Trumbull 

et al. (2015) 
DT Y 3 GT Y PA 

Presentation 

sequence, DRA, 

EXT 

MC, EXP Y Home 1, 3 

Stubbs et al. 

(2018) 
IT-DT Y 3, 2 GT Y PA  

Spoon presentation, 

DRA, EE (L-M) 
Pack, MC Y Home Y 

Sharp, Jaquess et 

al. (2010) 
DT Y 1.2 NGT Y PA EE, DRA, NCR 

Accept, MC, EXP, 

IMB 
Y 

CG, 

chewing 

0.5, 

1, 6, 

12 

Taylor (2020) 
IT, 

Home 
Y 4, 5 Liquid    PA 

 EE, DRA, finger 

prompt, side deposit 

Accept, MC, IMB, 

EXP, IMB 
Y  

School, 

community 

6, 18, 

36 

Taylor, Purdy et 

al. (2019) 

IT, 

Home 
Y 3 - 12 

GT, 

NGT 
Y  SR+, EXT, 

modelling, L-M 
Accept, MC Y  1, 3, 

6, 12 

Note. DT = day treatment, IT = intensive treatment, TELE = telehealth, IP = inpatient, OP = outpatient, GT = G-tube, NGT = NG-

tube, liquid = liquid dependency, EXT = extinction, EE = escape extinction, DRA = differential reinforcement of alternative 

behaviour,  PG = physical guidance, NCR = noncontingent reinforcement, SR+ = positive reinforcement, SR- = negative 

reinforcement, RC = response cost, L-M = least to most, CG = caregiver, BST = behaviour skill training, DV = dependent variable, 

MC = mouth clean, EXP = expulsion, IMB = inappropriate mealtime behaviour. 
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Participants 

The average age of the participants was 3.4 years (range 1 – 12 years), and most 

studies included participants with medical conditions (n = 36). The physiological health 

problems ranged from milder conditions, such as milk allergies (e.g., Sharp, Jaquess et al., 

2010), to severe illnesses that may require invasive medical procedures such as organ 

transplant (e.g., LaRue et al., 2011), congenital heart disease (e.g., Sharp, Harker, et al., 

2010) or epilepsy (e.g., Hansen et al., 2020). The most common medical conditions were 

failure to thrive (e.g., Kozlowski et al., 2016; Sharp, Harker, et al., 2010) and gastrointestinal 

diseases (e.g., Reed et al., 2004; Rivas et al., 2014). Out of 38 studies, 31 articles included 

children who were G-tube dependent, while 11 studies involved NG-tube dependent children. 

For example, in Groff et al. (2011), the participant was a 4-year-old boy who was G-tube 

dependent. He had short gut syndrome and had previously experienced a heart transplant. In 

the study by Casey et al. (2009), two participants received 100% of their caloric needs via 

tube feedings. Both children had received a diagnosis of failure to thrive due to insufficient 

oral intake.  

In the existing literature for the treatment of TD children, a multidisciplinary team 

(MDT) was frequently involved (n=23). The MDT commonly included a varied discipline 

prior to the intake and during the interventions. Rubio et al. (2015) involved the MDT to clear 

swallowing safety, establish clinic goals and plan for a G-tube procedure. Piazza, Patel et al. 

(2003) included a speech and an occupational therapist to recommend the appropriate food 

texture.  

While many studies reported oral motor skill delays in their participants (e.g., Gulotta 

et al., 2005), only 38% studies reported whether the participants were cleared for safe 

swallowing by other disciplines. For example, in Sharp et al. (2015), the child was G-tube 

dependent and displayed chronic food refusal and challenging behaviours. A swallow study 
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and an examination from an OT were conducted prior to the admission to check for safety 

concerns.  

Settings 

In over half of the studies, treatment was implemented intensively across 5 to 7 days 

per week. The duration of intensive intervention commonly ranged from 2-8 weeks, with 3-5 

meal sessions per day (e.g., Gibbons et al., 2007; Gonzalez et al., 2013; Sharp et al., 2012). 

Sharp et al. (2010) conducted four meals per day, 5 days a week for 8 weeks. Two studies by 

Peterson et al. (2015, 2021) provided weekly day treatment in telehealth modality. Overall, 

treatment duration ranged from 2 to 60 weeks, from daily to bi-weekly visits.  

Most studies were conducted by trained therapists in a controlled setting in treatment 

centres (e.g., Sharp, et al., 2015). A few researchers conducted the study at home (e.g., 

Curtiss et al., 2008; Taylor, Purdy et al., 2019). For example, Taylor, Purdy et al. (2019) 

examined the effectiveness of home-based treatments, which involved structured caregiver 

training programs and the measurement of caregiver treatment fidelity.  

General Procedure 

The most common aims across the studies were increasing acceptance and 

consumption and decreasing refusal behaviours (e.g., Kahng et al., 2003; Rivas et al., 2010; 

Sharp, Trumbull et al., 2015). Common behavioural measurements included acceptance (e.g., 

Taylor, 2020), mouth clean (e.g., Stubbs et al., 2018), inappropriate behaviours (e.g., negative 

vocalization; IMB, Reed et al., 2004), expulsion (e.g., Sharp, Odom et al., 2012), and packing 

(e.g., Stubbs et al., 2018). Moreover, three studies used behavioural interventions to increase 

oral-motor or feeding skills (e.g., chewing, self-feeding, open mouth). Other behaviours such 

as gagging or coughing (e.g., de Moor et al., 2007), and vomiting (Kahng et al., 2001) were 

also frequently measured.  
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The procedures for structured meals remained relatively consistent throughout the 

literature. Generally, the average duration of each meal session was 20 min (ranging between 

10 min and 45 min; e.g., Berth et al., 2019). Set meal session schedules with fixed times were 

scheduled 30 min to 2 hours apart (e.g., Reed et al., 2004). One to four foods from target food 

groups were presented randomly with equal opportunities (e.g., Piazza, Patel et al., 2003). 

Bites were presented on a fixed 30-s interval (e.g., Taylor, Purdy et al., 2019). Bite sizes 

varied due to procedural and individual differences, but they were programmed into the 

protocol prior to implementation (e.g., 1cm x 1cm bite-size pieces, Berth et al., 2019; 10cc 

drink, Gulotta et al., 2005). Although these general protocols were typically followed across 

all studies, they could be viewed as antecedent manipulations in terms of adding structure to 

the meals, influencing appetite and reducing response effort (e.g., smaller bite sizes).   

Pre-Intervention Assessments 

Two-thirds of articles conducted assessments to inform the decision-making relating 

to individualized intervention. Preference and functional assessments were the most 

prevalent. Other assessments involved manipulations of mealtime antecedents, such as 

compliance (Dawson et al., 2003), bite presentation (Sharp, Harker, et al., 2010), or preferred 

food assessments (Mueller et al., 2004).  

Preference assessments were used in 21 studies to inform the application of tangible 

reinforcers (e.g., Pangborn et al., 2013). Pangborn et al. (2013) used preference assessment to 

identify preferred items for two participants. The authors incorporated the preferred items 

into non-contingent access for one participant, and response cost upon bite refusal for the 

other. For the remainder of the studies, preferred stimuli and rewards were selected based on 

availability or parents’ assumptions (e.g., Patel et al., 2002). 

In 15% of studies, a pre-treatment functional analysis informed the treatment 

procedures. Functional analysis (FA) systematically manipulates antecedents and 
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consequences relevant to the mealtime context (Piazza, Fisher et al., 2003). Berth et al. 

(2019) used pre-treatment FA to inform treatments in five participants with varying degrees 

of feeding problems. Escape was identified as one of the maintaining factors of IMB for all 

children. While the IMB in three children was multiply reinforced by attention (e.g., coaxing, 

reprimands, negotiating) and tangibles (e.g., preferred items or activities), one child showed 

undifferentiated FA results. Therefore, individualized treatment consisting of different 

treatment components was applied to each participant. As a result, 4 out of 5 children 

required escape extinction in combination with reinforcement procedures to decrease IMB 

and increase consumption. The differential reinforcement procedure alone was effective in 

increasing food and drink consumption in the remaining child. 

However, of the reviewed studies, 82% demonstrated effective treatment outcomes 

without using an FA (e.g., Bachmeyer et al., 2013). This was consistent with the meta-

analysis results obtained by Saini et al. (2019), which indicated that there were no differences 

in effectiveness regardless of whether the intervention was developed based on FA or not. 

However, it is noteworthy that not all forms of refusal behaviours are maintained by escape. 

LaRue et al. (2011) found that escape functioned as a reinforcer for IMB but not for 

expulsion in four out of five children. Similarly, Girolami et al. (2007) implemented escape 

extinction (e.g., re-presentation of expelled bites with spoon), yet the level of expulsion 

remained the same. Expulsion decreased only after an additional antecedent manipulation 

(using different utensils), highlighting that expulsion was also related to an oral motor deficit. 

As poor oral motor skills are one of the main contributors to TD (Farrow & Coulthard, 2012; 

Mason et al., 2005), treatment components need to take into account such deficits. Lastly, 

researchers successfully identified and treated other forms of escape-maintained refusal 

behaviours without the use of FA, including packing (e.g., Gulotta et al., 2005), expulsion 
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(e.g., LaRue et al., 2011), negative vocalization (e.g., Alaimo et al., 2018), SIB (e.g., Johnson 

& Babbitt, 1993) and finger mouthing (e.g., Cooper et al., 1995).  

Interventions 

The interventions for TD across the literature encompassed a wide range of 

behavioural procedures, including consequence-based and antecedent-based interventions. 

The most commonly used treatment components will be discussed.  

Consequence-Based Interventions  

Escape Extinction. All studies that conducted FA in this review (n=6) identified 

escape as one of the maintaining variables for problem behaviours. This was supported by 

other reviews (Saini et al., 2019) that found negative reinforcement, in the form of escape, 

maintained various topographies of refusal behaviours. Therefore, escape extinction (EE) 

procedures were the most commonly implemented intervention component. EE procedures 

increase acceptance by discontinuing the negative reinforcement contingency of escape on 

refusal behaviours (Hoch et al., 1994). In the current review, 80% of studies demonstrated 

successful results with EE as a treatment component. Variations included the spoon or cup 

following the child’s lips (non-removal of spoon / cup (NRS / NRC), e.g., Casey et al., 2009), 

depositing bites into the mouth (e.g., deposit, Groff et al., 2014; also see side deposit, Taylor, 

2020), collecting and re-presenting expelled bites (re-presentation, e.g., Patel et al., 2002), 

gathering or distributing the food bolus in mouth (re-distribution, e.g., Stubbs et al., 2018) 

and gentle guidance for mouth opening (physical guidance, e.g., Rubio et al., 2015). Multiple 

studies have demonstrated that EE is necessary to increase oral consumption (e.g., 

Bachmeyer et al., 2009). In addition, the topographies of certain behaviours (e.g., foods or 

liquids passively pass through the lips due to the inability to close the lips properly) 

prevented children from contacting reinforcers, thus requiring extinction-based procedures 

(e.g., Shalev et al, 2018). Piazza, Patel et al. (2003) compared the individual and combined 
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effectiveness of differential reinforcement of mouth clean and EE. Reinforcement procedures 

alone were ineffective in increasing mouth clean across four participants. However, NRS and 

other extinction components, alone or in combination with the reinforcement procedures, 

resulted in increased consumption in all children.  

Although EE procedures were highly effective for escape-maintained mealtime 

behaviours, extinction burst and extinction-induced aggression are two well-documented side 

effects from discontinuing the reinforcers for previously reinforced refusal behaviours 

(Lerman, et al., 1999). Almost all researchers combined extinction with other behavioural 

components, such as reinforcement and antecedent manipulations (e.g., Berth et al., 2019; 

Hansen et al., 2020). For example, Piazza, Patel et al. (2003) showed that consumption 

improved with the implementation of an EE component in four children. Furthermore, 

compared to the conditions with EE alone, the level of IMB was significantly lower, with less 

variability for two participants, when DRA was added.  

Differential Reinforcement of Alternative Behaviour (DRA). One of the most 

common procedures for improving food consumption is differential reinforcement of 

alternative behaviour (DRA). Approximately 76% of articles included DRA as a treatment 

component. Multiple studies have shown that behavioural change occurs when dimensions of 

reinforcement favour the appropriate behaviours without the use of extinction (e.g., Kelley et 

al., 2003; Peterson et al., 2015). In the reviewed literature, DRA procedures aimed to improve 

desired mealtime behaviours (Cooper et al., 2007) through providing praise (e.g., Alaimo et 

al., 2018), preferred toys or activities (e.g., Sharp et al., 2010), or favoured foods (Kelley et 

al., 2003). Escape from eating through the removal of bites or drinks was also used as 

negative reinforcement for consumption (see LaRue, et al., 2011). Specific behaviours 

targeted using DRA included acceptance (e.g., Mueller et al., 2004), mouth clean (e.g., 

Bachmeyer et al., 2013), chewing (e.g., Hansen et al., 2020), and self-feeding (e.g., Peterson 
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et al., 2017). Hoch et al. (2001) examined the effect of DRA as one of the treatment 

components with and without the EE procedures in four children with TD. Food refusal and 

expulsion resulted in NRS and re-presentation, whereas acceptance and mouth clean led to 

brief access to preferred toys. DRA has also been combined with antecedent-based 

procedures to increase oral consumption, such as fading procedures (e.g., Gibbons et al., 

2007) and non-contingent reinforcement (e.g., Peterson et al., 2015). Lastly, variations of 

reinforcement-based intervention included token economies (e.g., Gulotta et al., 2005), as 

well as manipulating schedules (Casey et al., 2006) and types of reinforcement (e.g., negative 

reinforcement, Kelley et al., 2003; Kozlowski et al., 2016).  

Punishment. The other consequence-based component, although less common, is 

punishment. Punishment follows an undesired mealtime behaviour, which aims to decrease 

the future probability of that behaviour occurring again (Cooper et al., 2007). Three studies 

incorporated punishment-based components, including response cost (n=3) and time-out 

(n=1). Response cost (RC) decreases the frequency of the problem behaviour due to the 

contingent removal of a reinforcer on the problem behaviour (Kenney et al., 2000). It is often 

used in combination with other treatment components such as DRA (e.g., Alaimo et al., 

2018). Kahng et al. (2001) used a multi-component treatment consisting of DRA and 

response cost to increase food acceptance and decrease problem behaviour in a tube-

dependent 5-year-old boy with intellectual disability. At the beginning of each meal, books 

and audiotapes were provided. Food acceptance without problem behaviour led to continued 

access to preferred items as well as brief praise from the adults. Upon food refusal and IMB, 

access to books and audiotapes ceased. The bites were removed and a different food was 

presented in the next trial. Access to books and audiotapes was returned upon bite acceptance 

in the subsequent trials. The intervention package was also successfully generalized to the 

child’s family members. In addition, RC can also be used as a component in an 
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individualized “levels system” (Gonzalez et al., 2013). The high level corresponded to highly 

preferred activities and high-quality peer and adult attention, whereas the low level only 

allowed for low to moderate preferred activities and minimal attention. Both children started 

each meal at the high reinforcement level. Once the number of prompts or refusal behaviours 

exceeded a pre-determined criterion, they were moved to the low level. The combination of 

DRA, EE and RC in a levels system increased independent consumption and reduced feeder 

prompting.  

Negative Reinforcement. Five studies used negative reinforcement to manipulate 

different aspects of the reinforcement or response effort. Escape (e.g., Kahng et al., 2003), 

less preferred liquids (e.g., Kozlowski et al., 2016), bite number manipulation (e.g., Rivas et 

al., 2014), and practise trials (e.g., Peterson et al., 2017) were used to increase consumption. 

These procedures tended to be adopted after the less intrusive interventions failed to show 

clinically meaningful results (e.g., Wilkins et al., 2014). It is worth noting that some 

procedures may serve different purposes across participants. Some extinction procedures 

(e.g., redistribution) and variations of physical guidance have also been shown to have 

negative reinforcement properties, where children consumed foods to avoid contacting the 

procedures (e.g., Stubbs et al., 2018).  

Antecedent-Based Interventions 

Altering antecedent conditions, which involves manipulating some properties of the 

mealtime environment, can also improve acceptance (Kennedy, 1994). In the current review, 

62% of the studies employed antecedent manipulations. Antecedent interventions during 

mealtime encompassed a wide range of procedures, such as altering foods (e.g., Gibbons et 

al., 2007; Groff et al., 2014), utensils (e.g., Kahng et al., 2003), presentation methods (e.g., 

Sharp et al., 2012, 2015), environment (e.g., Peterson et al., 2015) or instructions (e.g., 

Dawson et al., 2003).  
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Stimulus Fading. Stimulus fading involves gradual changes in the stimuli (e.g., 

slowly thickening a liquid) so that acceptance can be under stimulus control of the target 

stimuli (e.g., thick puree; Catania, 2013). Stimulus fading procedures include food texture 

(e.g., Johnson et al., 1993), food volume (e.g., Sharp et al., 2010), food type (e.g., Bachmeyer 

et al., 2013), utensils (e.g., Groff et al., 2014), and spoon distance (e.g., Rivas et al., 2010). 

Gibbons et al. (2007) included volume and texture fading as one of the treatment component, 

in combination with EE, DRA and other antecedent manipulation. Successful results were 

obtained and the participant had ceased tube feeding at the 1-year follow-up. With the use of 

reinforcement and gradual alterations of the original stimuli, successful acceptance can be 

achieved under increased texture or volume. More importantly, the additional use of fading 

procedures has also shown its clinical significance. Rivas et al. (2010) pointed out that some 

caregivers may terminate treatments that are related to higher levels of IMB. Treatment 

packages such as fading procedures may be preferred.  However, the reviewed studies 

highlighted the importance of matching the fading procedure to the individual child 

(Bachmeyer et al., 2013). For example, volume fading or utensil distance fading may be 

ineffective to introduce higher texture, whereas texture fading may only be effective when the 

child is already accepting lower texture or liquid foods.  

Prompting. In the treatment for mealtime behaviours, supplemental stimuli were 

often added as an additional component to increase consumption. The prompts can include 

modelling correct responses (e.g., Peterson et al., 2015), verbal (e.g., Patel et al., 2002) and 

visual prompts (e.g., Gonzalez et al., 2013). Modelling prompts were most often used for 

children with oral motor skill deficits. For example, Peterson et al. (2015) taught the 

caregivers to model an open mouth for the mouth clean checks. In Taylor, Purdy et al. (2019), 

one participant showed expulsion that was related to a lack of oral motor skills for lip closure. 

Instructions and modeling lip closure were used in addition to the reinforcement procedures. 
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Expulsion decreased without using extinction or punishment-based protocols. On the other 

hand, physical guidance may also contain prompting properties, which help participants to 

gain contact with reinforcement more quickly (e.g., see Borrero et al., 2013). Lastly, some 

studies reported the use of a least-to-most strategy for implementing extinction, which 

involved a hierarchical increment of aversiveness from verbal prompts, to modelling 

followed by physical guidance (e.g., de Moor et al., 2007). The use of the hierarchy as well as 

prioritizing positive practices follows the least restrictive procedure principle according to the 

BACB code (Behavior Analyst Certification Board, 2020). 

Noncontingent Reinforcement. Noncontingent reinforcement (NCR) has also shown 

beneficial effects in the treatment of TD (e.g., Sharp et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2019). Reed et 

al. (2004) investigated individual and combined effects of NCR and escape extinction in the 

treatment of 4 children with food refusal. When escape was available for food refusal, NCR 

alone was ineffective at increasing acceptance or decreasing IMB. On the other hand, EE, 

alone or in combination with NCR, was effective in promoting feeding across all participants. 

In addition, similar to Piazza, Patel et al. (2003), when NCR was included in the treatment, 

the level of IMB was more stable and relatively lower. It is possible that noncontingent 

access to preferred items, activities or attention can act as abolishing operations, which can 

compete with escape and attention for IMB (Gonzalez et al., 2014).  

Treatment Outcomes and Gap in the Literature 

Multiple Outcomes 

The reporting of long-term outcomes of the treatments for children with TD, such as 

nutritional and growth information, parental stress and tube-feeding reduction, add to the 

social significance of treatment (Silverman et al., 2013). In 46% of the studies, multiple 

outcomes were reported, including weight gain (e.g., Taylor, Purdy et al., 2019), tube 

weaning (e.g., de Moor et al., 2007), tube reduction (e.g., Gibbons et al., 2007), and increased 
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food variety (e.g., Rubio et al., 2020). Several studies also included nutritional outcomes, 

such as tube and oral intake (e.g., Alaimo et al., 2018; Bachmeyer et al., 2013). Sharp et al. 

(2012) reported that all participants received at least 50% of their nutrition through oral 

consumption after treatment. Taylor, Purdy et al. (2019) directly measured treatment 

satisfaction and acceptability. High levels of acceptability and satisfaction were found across 

caregivers and health professionals. Reporting nutritional, parental and growth outcomes was 

not only essential for the evaluation of the social and clinical significance of the treatment, 

but also important for the long-term progression and maintenance of the treatment effect.  

Generalization 

A feeding intervention can only be seen as effective when successful feeding occurs 

in the natural environment (Tereshko et al., 2021). This means that consistent oral 

consumption should generalize without using all the contingencies in the training condition 

(Stokes & Baer, 1977). In the current review, only a third of the studies reported 

generalization. Generalization can occur across settings (e.g., home and community; De 

Moor et al., 2007; Taylor, 2020), people (e.g., caregivers, daycare staff; Hansen et al., 2020; 

Sharp et al., 2010), and skills (e.g., chewing, use of utensils; Rubio et al., 2015; Sharp, 

Jaquess, et al., 2010).  

Generalization across Settings. Similarity between the training and generalization 

environment is one of the key components to promote the generalization of acquired skills to 

the natural environment (Cooper et al., 2007), yet only a few studies conducted interventions 

or follow-up sessions in children’s homes (e.g., Alaimo et al., 2018; Casey et al., 2006). 

Sharp et al. (2012) demonstrated that the effects of spoon presentation procedures can be 

transferred to and maintained by caregivers in home settings. Rubio et al. (2020) further 

trained parents across various relevant settings prior to independent caregiver 

implementation. 
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Caregiver Training and Implementation. Caregiver training is a crucial component 

for the maintenance of eating improvements outside controlled treatment settings. However, 

the data for caregiver implementation was only reported in a few studies (e.g., Alaimo et al., 

2018; Taylor, 2020). Similar to other studies in the feeding literature (e.g., Ibañez et al., 

2019), some authors in this review reported an immediate decrease in consumption or re-

emergence of IMB once parent implementation began, despite training being provided (e.g., 

Alaimo et al., 2018; Casey et al., 2006). The variations in the child’s behaviours stabilized 

following continued application of various training components.  

In 61% of the studies, the researchers trained caregivers to implement effective 

interventions, and some studies were designed specifically for parent-led interventions (e.g., 

Peterson et al., 2015). Behaviour skill training is one of the most commonly used strategies 

(e.g., Bloomfield, et al., 2021). While some researchers provided intensive training (e.g., 

Taylor, 2020), others used some components of the training procedure (e.g., Kahng et al., 

2001). Behavioural skill training (BST) involves four training elements: instruction, 

modelling, rehearsal and feedback (Miltenberger, 2004). Researchers provide clear 

instructions and steps, followed by modelling of correct meal-time instructions, prompts and 

consequences (e.g., Casey et al., 2006; Kahng et al., 2001). Caregivers then rehearse with the 

researchers in a role-play scenario and receive positive or corrective feedback (e.g., Taylor, 

Purdy et al., 2019). Feedback is then provided during or after parent-led meal sessions (e.g., 

Alaimo et al., 2018). Other training strategies involve video reviews (e.g., Pangborn et al., 

2012), or a stepwise introduction of the treatment protocol during the caregiver training phase 

(e.g., data collection, followed by providing rewards, prompts and bite presentations; Rubio 

et al., 2020).  

Although not consistently reported across the studies, high levels of procedural 

integrity were required in most studies for effective caregiver implementation (e.g., Gonzalez 
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et al., 2013; Pangborn et al., 2013; Peterson et al., 2021). For example, Taylor, Purdy et al. 

(2019) required caregivers to reach average integrity criteria of 80% and above for correct 

implementation across components. Parents who were unable to meet the criteria received 

further structured training. Similarly, Rubio et al. (2020) trained the parents of three children 

to implement meals with an average of over 90% procedural integrity. Some studies reported 

variable procedural integrity for individual measurements (e.g., Bloomfield et al., 2021; 

Peterson et al., 2021), while other researchers demonstrated high levels of average parental 

treatment integrity (e.g., de Moor et al., 2007; Peterson et al., 2015). For example, 

Bloomfield et al. (2021) separately presented the parental procedural integrity results for 

presenting demands, delivering reinforcers and data collection. The highest integrity was 

obtained for presenting instructions, whereas delivering reinforcers showed the lowest 

integrity scores. In contrast, de Moor et al. (2007) presented an average correct 

implementation of the treatment procedure. The authors anecdotally reported that verbal 

instructions and rewards were equally easy to implement. Thus, the separate measurement of 

each component provided insights into the necessity for further training in a particular area.  

Generalization across Skills. Some studies also reported the generalization of other 

meal-related skills. In a study by Sharp, Jaquess et al. (2010), the participant was NG-tube 

dependent and at risk of G-tube placement. Following the treatment, the child continued to 

progress at home with leaner reinforcement schedules. Higher-texture foods were introduced 

by the parents, followed by the emergence of chewing skills. Rubio et al. (2015) used the 

physical guidance procedure with a Nuk® brush for two children with TD. Prior to discharge, 

one child showed increased consumption with a different utensil (i.e., a spoon).  

Follow-up 

Nearly half of the studies conducted follow-up visits. The length of follow-up varied 

significantly, ranging from weekly to yearly visits (e.g., Hansen et al., 2020; Taylor, 2020). 
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For example, Mueller et al. (2004) reported the progression of food acceptance in two 

participants during monthly follow-up visits for seven months. A continuous advancement in 

food variety as well as eating skills was observed. There is a lack of guidance in terms of a 

standard duration for follow-up visits. While shorter follow-up length can reflect further 

behavioural change (e.g., independent acceptance remained at 2-month follow-up; Gonzalez 

et al., 2013), long-term follow-ups can demonstrate additional nutritional outcomes (e.g., tube 

cessation and age-typical feeding in various settings, Hansen et al., 2020). Data from the 

follow-up visits provides crucial insights in terms of the maintenance of mealtime 

behavioural improvements. Nevertheless, only a few studies included the follow-up data 

points (e.g., Casey et al., 2009; Rubio et al., 2020).  

Barriers to treatment 

Medical Barriers. TD was found to be closely related to medical diagnoses (Greer et 

al., 2008). Medical and physical variables were commonly noted in children with TD at 

admission (e.g., Casey et al., 2006; Curtiss et al., 2008). During the treatment, medical 

barriers affecting the treatment’s success were also noted in two studies in the current review. 

Rubio et al. (2015) reported that one child had delayed admission due to medical procedures. 

It was followed by inconsistent attendance at the treatment programs due to medical 

appointments, which prompted the researchers to prioritize increasing the food volume in a 

timely manner. Instead of evaluating reinforcement-based procedures, which may extend the 

intervention, side deposit was adopted as an additional procedure. Curtiss et al. (2008) 

provided a 15-month caregiver behavioural support intervention for a child with severe 

medical complications and TD. Recurrent vomiting episodes continued for the majority of the 

intervention period. Consumption of pureed and liquid foods immediately increased 

following 3 months of intervention, which was accompanied by reduced tube feeding. 
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However, vomiting reoccurred on a daily basis. Although the child continued to consume 

most foods orally, her weight dropped and supplemental tube-feeding was provided.  

Caregiver Adherence. Caregiver adherence was measured through the number of 

daily meals conducted for sufficient oral intake (e.g., Curtiss et al., 2008; Taylor, Purdy et al., 

2019). Some studies reported parent adherence as one of the barriers to treatment. For 

example, Curtiss et al. (2008) introduced solid food after 6 months of intervention. However, 

the child displayed high levels of refusal behaviours and the mother discontinued solid food 

attempts for 6 months. When the mother resumed solid foods, the child displayed elevated 

refusal behaviours again with decreased formula consumption. The mother provided 

supplemental tube-feedings while continuing to implement solid meals. By the end of the 

study, the child’s solid food intake increased significantly and the tube feeding ceased. A 

fixed meal schedule and structure was not only implemented as a general procedure across 

the literature (e.g., Berth et al., 2019; Piazza, Patel et al., 2003; Reed et al., 2004); it may also 

have brought the feeding skills under instructional control, which allowed for further skill 

development (Skinner, 1957).  

Teleconsultation. The COVID-19 pandemic has affected people worldwide since 

early 2020. In the current review, two studies involved the use of a telehealth modality. For 

example, Peterson et al. (2015) conducted interventions through telehealth to teach self-

drinking for two families with TD children. The authors used a reinforcement-based 

treatment package (DRA, modelling, NCR) and successfully increased drink acceptance. In a 

more recent study, Peterson et al. (2021) provided outpatient follow-up for 13 children using 

telehealth and in-person modality following in-person day treatment programmes. Cross- and 

within-participant results showed that both delivery models were equally effective in 

assessing children’s feeding skills during follow-up. Parent-led, telehealth-based modalities 

have also shown their effectiveness in behavioural assessments and interventions for other 
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feeding difficulties, such as preference assessment, FA (Anderson et al., 2021), and 

increasing food variety (Bloomfield et al., 2019). However, there is a lack of research on the 

use of telehealth modalities since the onset of the intervention.  

Interventions in New Zealand  

New Zealand is a multi-cultural country with a high diversity of ethnic groups, which 

involves Pākehā, Māori, Asian, Pacific and other ethnic populations (see 2018 Census, Stats 

NZ, 2019). Four of the reviewed studies identified the ethnicity of the participants (e.g., 

Rubio et al., 2020; Bloomfield et al., 2021). While the majority of the studies in this review 

was conducted in the United States (e.g., Rivas et al., 2010;), only one study was conducted 

in New Zealand (see Taylor, Purdy et al., 2019). Food and eating habits, as a part of culture, 

begin during early childhood and therefore are hard to change (Fathauer, 1960). Culture also 

has an influence on food selection, breast-feeding, cooking methods, frequency of meals and 

order of eating (Reddy & Anitha, 2015). However, no studies to date have noted the 

differences in culture affecting intervention planning and effectiveness when treating children 

with TD.  Therefore, it is important for future research to consider cultural factors and family 

routines when treating children with TD. It is also a crucial area for further research in New 

Zealand.  

In conclusion, a considerable amount of research has been conducted on the treatment 

of children with TD. The interventions generally took place in a treatment centre with the 

behaviour analysts as the main feeders. General procedures such as meal schedule, bite sizes 

and presentation frequency remained consistent across the literature. Treatment procedures 

encompassed a wide range of protocols, including consequence- and antecedent-based 

interventions. However, there was generally a lack of reporting on generalization, follow-up, 

parent training and multiple outcomes, as well as barriers to treatment. Most research was 

conducted outside New Zealand, without an emphasis on the cultural aspects of eating.  
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Research Aim 

The purpose of this study was to extend the research on children with tube 

dependency within the New Zealand context, specifically in supporting caregiver 

implementation at home settings. First, we aimed to apply evidence-based behavioural 

principles to support the caregivers as the main feeders following intensive behavioural 

intervention. Second, the study aimed to extend beyond the intensive behavioural model, and 

provide behavioural support to further goals that were meaningful to the families. Third, the 

aim was to evaluate whether generalization occurred across other feeding-related skills. Last, 

we aimed to evaluate multiple outcomes, including nutritional outcomes, parent 

implementation, and caregiver satisfaction with the behavioural interventions.   
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Method  

Ethics Approval, Consent and Safety Criteria 

This study took place within a larger randomized controlled trial (the Ready to Eat 

Study). Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Northern A Health and 

Disability Committee on 11 April 2019 (Appendix 1).  

Caregivers provided participant information sheet and written informed consent for 

participation (Appendix 2). Due to age and level of understanding, assent was not obtained 

from child participants. Prior to the entry, both participants were cleared for safe swallowing 

and eating by their speech and language therapists (SLTs) and were confirmed as medically 

suitable for the study by their paediatricians and dietitians. Based on consultation with other 

health professionals, clear safety criteria were set for each participant. In general, meals 

would be terminated upon 1) physical discomfort such as vomiting, aspiration, or allergic 

reactions, or 2) the caregivers’ decision to end the meal early. 

Participants 

The two participants in this study were part of the larger Ready to Eat trial.  

Participants are referred to by pseudonyms, and some diagnosis-specific information has not 

been included to protect confidentiality.   

Adam 

Adam was an 18-month-old boy who lived with his whānau and an older sibling. 

Adam was diagnosed with prematurity, cardiac arrhythmia with a pacemaker inserted, 

gastroesophageal reflux, persistent vomiting, and NG-tube dependency. While in the study, 

Adam was diagnosed with Global Developmental Delays (GDD). From approximately 6 

months of age, Adam had a period of accepting breast milk and formula from a bottle, during 

which time the NG tube was removed.  However, reflux and vomiting started to occur, 

leading to refusal to drink and reinsertion of the NG tube at 10 months of age. From 12 
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months of age up to study entry, Adam was reported to inconsistently accept some puree and 

milk from a spoon when these were poured into his mouth (while he was in a reclined 

position). Following health professional advice, Adam’s mother changed to supportive 

seating, but continued feeding attempts were difficult. Adam’s mother reported that Adam 

constantly cried and turned his head away upon food presentation. At the time of referral to 

the study, Adam’s mother reported that increased vomiting was occurring after tube feeding, 

and health professionals were consulted further.  Eligibility was confirmed by Adam’s 

paediatrician, with the agreement that clear safety criteria would be set for mealtimes.   

Ben 

Ben was a boy aged 2 years and 7 months, who lived with his extended whānau. Ben 

had multiple diagnoses, including developmental delay, scoliosis (curvature of the spine), 

recurrent respiratory tract infections, and congenital heart disease, which had been repaired 

with multiple surgeries. Ben was closely monitored by the cardiology team and was awaiting 

another heart surgery. At the time of the study, Ben was using some expressive language with 

singular words, but tended to make vocal noises or gestures. He was referred to speech 

language therapy for poor weight gain and tube dependency. In terms of food consumption, 

although Ben consistently consumed yogurt pouches and juice, other foods such as mashed 

potatoes, biscuits, cereals, and chips were not consistently eaten. Ben’s mother reported him 

having a period of time accepting half to a whole bottle of Fortini® milk, but consumption 

then completely stopped. Upon entry, Ben was reported to either ignore most food 

presentations, shake his head, or accept and then spit out the food.  

Caregiver, Researchers, Observers and the MDT 

Mothers of both participants were present throughout the study and remained as the 

main feeders through in-person (Adam) or telehealth modality (Adam and Ben). Ethnicity 
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included Indian and NZ Māori. One caregiver was married and had completed undergraduate 

studies, and the other was a single parent who lived with her maternal relatives. 

The student researcher was a Registered Behaviour Technician (RBT®) now studying 

towards a Master’s degree in Applied Behaviour Analysis. The researcher had over five years 

of experience working with children with various disabilities at different ages. Postgraduate 

and Master’s students in the University of Auckland’s ABA programme served as secondary 

observers for obtaining inter-observer agreement.   

The MDT was involved for both participants to assess initial eligibility and 

throughout their participation. The team involved a dietitian, a SLT and a paediatrician. The 

SLT examined oral motor skills and swallowing ability, and provided guidance around food 

texture, self-feeding, variety and bite size, as well as general safety around eating. The 

general recommendations from Adam’s dietitian included meal type, frequency and schedule. 

The paediatrician conducted medical and developmental reviews and suggested significant 

tube feed changes.  

Materials and Setting  

The study was conducted in the family’s home for both participants. Adam initially 

sat in a Tumble Forms Feeder Seat® on the living room floor. At later stages during the study, 

Adam sat on a standard highchair by the table in the dining room after posture review by a 

physiotherapist. Ben sat in a portable booster seat on a wooden chair in front of the dining 

table in the kitchen.  

Materials for both participants involved feeding equipment individualized to specific 

goals, including Maroon Spoons, small bowls, small plates, a variety of cups (e.g., Nosey 

Cup, Reflo® Smart Cup, plastic open cup), a soft brush (Toothette®) and toothpaste (Adam 

only). Each family had access to a tablet for telehealth sessions or for reinforcement 
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procedures. Hard copies of intake recording sheets were mailed to the participants during 

lockdown. The caregivers sent data via email or text messages using these devices. 

The researchers weighed each child using a portable scale (Tanita HD-351). Countee® 

was downloaded to a smart phone, OPPO® K5, to record behaviours (see example in 

Appendix 3). During the lockdown, tele-consultation took place through Zoom® (version 

3.5.24604.0824; Zoom Video Communications Inc., 2015). The researchers used a laptop 

with a built-in camera and microphone to conduct the sessions. The researcher stored 

unidentifiable data on cloud-based storage while the videos were stored on a password-

protected laptop. 

A range of food groups with varying levels of carbohydrate, protein and fat, including 

fruits and vegetables, were included. Due to his limited experience with eating, foods were 

initially introduced to Adam in thin pureed form (equivalent to Stage 1 baby foods). The 

textures progressively increased over time. Based on Ben’s eating skills and history, a range 

of family foods including spoon and finger foods were selected. Ben’s mother prepared a 

plate of 3 to 4 varied family foods prior to each session. Foods were cut into single bite-size 

pieces. Fortini® milk was the primary liquid for Adam. For Ben, tap water and home-blended 

smoothies (with frozen and fresh fruits) were initially the target drinks.  

Response Measure and Validity 

Dependent Measures  

Food and drink acceptance, IMB, expulsion and MC were measured for both children. 

Participant-specific behaviours included lip closure for Adam, packing and independent self-

feeding for Ben.  

Primary dependent measure. Food acceptance was scored when the child accepted 

the entire food bolus into the mouth within 5 s (Adam, adult-feeding) or 30 s (Ben, self-

feeding) of presentation. The trial started with the presentation of the instruction “Take a 
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bite” and the food was held on a spoon within 5 cm of the lip (Adam) or placed in the bowl 

(Ben). Food acceptance was not scored when there was food larger than the size of a rice 

grain left on the spoon. For Adam, lip closure was later required for acceptance, where 

Adam’s upper and bottom lip both closed in contact with the spoon or the rim of the cup. 

Drink acceptance occurred when child accepted the entire drink into his mouth, within 5 s of 

presentation for Adam or within 30 s for Ben. The drink trial started when caregivers 

presented the instruction “Have some milk/water” and held the cup at Adam’s bottom lip, or 

placed the cup on the table in front of Ben. Self-fed acceptance occurred when Ben accepted 

the bites or drinks with fingers or spoon by himself. For Adam, Mouth clean was scored 

when there was no food larger than a grain of rice left on or under child’s tongue, or between 

his lips. It was not scored if there was no food left in mouth due to expulsion. For Ben, mouth 

clean checks were faded due to consistent and independent swallowing. Consumption was 

scored when Ben did not expel the food after acceptance. IMB was defined as turning away, 

hitting self, others, or items, turning head as saying “no”, crying, trying to get out of the seat, 

pushing or throwing away the spoon, plate or food upon bite presentation. Expulsion occurred 

when food larger than a pea passed the plane of the lips, either by active tongue movement 

(Adam and Ben) or due to lack of mouth closure (Adam only). Packing was scored when 

food larger than pea-size was in the mouth 30s after acceptance.  

Data Analysis. All sessions were conducted using a bite-by-bite presentation method. 

A session usually consisted of 5 trials. For Adam, trial-by-trial data was summarised as 

percentage of bite and drink presentation in 5-trial sessions for acceptance, deposit, lip close, 

expel, and IMB. Additional measures of expulsion were calculated as number of expulsions 

per bite acceptance. For Ben, data was summarized by meals. Trial-by-trial data within each 

meal were calculated for self-fed acceptance, packing and mouth clean. During later 

interventions, percentage of consumption per bite acceptance was summarized by dividing 
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frequency data for consumption by self-fed acceptance. IMB data were summarized as 

frequency per meal. For portion-based meals, self-fed food acceptance and packing were 

summarised by dividing self-fed acceptance or packing by overall acceptance (self-fed and 

prompted acceptance) per meal. 

Interobserver Agreement. A second observer independently collected the data from 

a video or during a session for an average of 29% of sessions. The IOA data for acceptance, 

IMB, expulsion, lip closure (for Adam), consumption and packing (for Ben’s meal with bite-

by-bite presentation) were calculated on a trial-by-trial basis, where the number of 

agreements was divided by the total number of agreements plus disagreements, then 

multiplied by 100 (Cooper et al., 2007). An agreement was defined as both observers scoring 

either occurrence or non-occurrence of the target behaviour in each trial. A disagreement was 

scored when one observer scored occurrence yet the other scored non-occurrence, and vice 

versa. For IMB and portion-based meals with Ben, IOA was calculated by a mean block-by-

block IOA method (Page & Iwata, 1986) within 5-minute bins. After both observers recorded 

the number of occurrences of a behaviour within each 5-minute interval. The percentage of 

agreement for each interval was calculated by dividing the smaller counts by the larger counts 

and multiplying by 100. The percentage agreement of each session was then calculated by 

dividing the sum of percentage agreement by the number of intervals. 

Table 2 summarizes average IOA for each dependent variable for Adam and Ben 

across skills. For Adam, IOA scores were collected for an average of 27% of sessions, with 

an average of 96% agreement. For Ben, IOA scores were calculated for an average of 31% of 

sessions, with an average of 91% agreement.  Between the participants, the mean IOA for 

acceptance was 95%, 81% for IMB, 95% for expulsion, 100% for deposit, 97% for lip 

closure, 94% for frequency of bites and 92% for packing.  
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Table 2 

Average Inter-Observer Agreement for Dependent Variables across Participants and Skills (mean, range).  

Participant Skill area % Sessions 

Mealtime Behaviours  

Acceptance Deposit IMB Expel Lip Close 

Adam 

Food 28 99 (75-100) 98 (75-100) 96 (33-100) 84 (20-100) 97 (60-100) 

Drinking 24 98 (80-100) 100 100 93 (60-100) 96 (80-100) 

Toothbrushing 30 100 - - - - 

Ben 

  Self-fed Acceptance Packing IMB Expel Frequency of Bites 

Finger foods 35 91 (64-100) 88 (55-100) 81 (67-100) 99 (92-100) 97 (89-100) 

Spoon foods 33 81 (63-100) 88 (75-100) 73 (60-85) 100 84 (67-100) 

Drinking 24 100 100 90 (58-100) 100 100 
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Caregiver Procedural Integrity and Caregiver Adherence 

Procedural integrity for caregivers’ implementation was measured (see Appendix 4 & 5). 

Similar to Mueller et al. (2004), the method included three within-meal components. However, 

given the home environment (vs clinic), we also included other aspects that were important prior 

to the mealtimes. A correct preparation was scored when caregivers prepared foods with a 

correct portion or consistency, provided appropriate seating and rewards, removed distractions, 

and recorded intake volume and vomiting. Caregivers were required to deliver correct 

instructions (e.g., “Take a bite”) and bite presentations (e.g., upright presentation within 5-cm in 

front of child’s lips) for a correct presentation score. Lastly, the researcher scored correct 

consequence when caregivers delivered the programmed consequence for correct (e.g., praise, 

provide a reward) and inappropriate behaviours (e.g., prompt to eat, pause TV, re-present for 

expulsion). Similar to Mueller et al. (2003), Ben’s mother received confirmatory feedback and 

Adam’s mother received additional corrective feedback in the moment and after sessions. 

Procedural integrity was summarised as percentage of opportunities, where the correctly 

implemented components were divided by the total number of opportunities in the corresponding 

group. An overall caregiver adherence score was evaluated based on the number of daily meals 

conducted by the families. Procedural integrity and caregiver adherence are summarised in the 

results section. 

Nutritional measures 

Nutritional and growth measurements from direct observation and parental report 

included the total variety of foods consumed at 3-month and 6-month periods, daily oral intake in 

grams, tube intake in ml, and body weight in kilograms. Oral intake per meal was separated into 

foods and drinks. Each food and drink were weighed prior to and after the meal sessions. Grams 
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consumed each meal were calculated as pre-meal weight minus post-meal weight. Total daily 

oral intake was then computed as the sum of grams consumed per meal. Tube intake was 

recorded following the recommendations provided by the dietitians. Caregivers were trained to 

measure and record the intake data.  

Social Validity  

Parental satisfaction with the intervention for Adam’s mother was evaluated through a 

feedback survey developed by Anderson (2016) for children with feeding difficulties (see 

Appendix 6). A modified version of the survey was used for Ben’s mother since the intervention 

had not been completed (see Appendix 7). Mothers were asked 23 questions in the following 

domains: a) overall satisfaction of the outcomes and therapists; b) acceptability of the techniques 

and the requirements for commitment; and c) recommendation of the intervention for families in 

similar situations. The results of the social validity survey are presented in the Results section.  

Procedure and Experimental Design 

Experimental Design and Data Analysis 

In this study, a multiple baseline design (Baer et al., 1968) across behaviours (skills) 

design was used to demonstrate experimental control. Intervention procedures were first applied 

to the first targeted skill, while further skills remained at baseline. When treatment effects were 

observed with the first skill, intervention was then applied to further skills in a staggered fashion.  

A delayed multiple baseline was intended for both participants, but this was only applied for 

Adam. After the initial baseline and intervention with pureed food had begun for Adam, the 

baselines of drinking and toothbrushing were subsequently added in a delayed fashion as they 

became available (Heward, 1978). A mastery criterion was used to progress through the 

intervention stages (Luiselli et al., 2008), which was similar to previous paediatric feeding 
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literature (e.g., Najdowski et al., 2009; Weber & Gutierrez, 2015). One treatment phase 

continued until appropriate behaviours remained above 80% or inappropriate behaviours were 

below 20% over five consecutive sessions. A skill was considered as mastered during probe 

sessions when it met the same criteria over 3 consecutive sessions. Due to the modified process 

for Ben, a concurrent multiple baseline was employed, and time constraints meant that 

intervention was only applied to the first targeted skill. 

General Procedures 

The general procedure for the Ready to Eat study consisted of an intensive two-week 

period led by a senior BCBA, which occurred prior to the current research. This intensive period 

typically involves back-to-back meal sessions over consecutive days (Taylor, Purdy et al. 2019). 

The current research intended to focus on skill advancement following the intensive period, up to 

an overall period of six months. For Adam, procedures were applied as stated, but telehealth was 

for three months due to COVID-19 restrictions. For Ben, Covid-19 restrictions prevented the 

implementation of intensive treatment, but initial assessments were conducted via video call.  

Due to ongoing Covid-19 restrictions and family request, Ben’s family were supported to 

implement some initial mealtime procedures over a 3-month period. Attempts were made to 

implement procedures for Ben within the overall study design (multiple baseline design).  

Intensive treatment has been planned for Ben, but will not occur until 2022.  

Despite differences, the following general procedures were applied for both participants 

during this study. For Adam, the researcher visited (or conducted Zoom calls) twice weekly for 

three months, after which these reduced to weekly until the six-month study ended. In line with 

Ben’s family preference, the researcher conducted Zoom calls twice weekly for three months. 

Mealtimes were scheduled at least 1.5 hours after each child’s last meal or tube feed. Meal length 
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was kept to between 10 and 20 minutes. Foods and drinks were prepared according to the 

requirements developed following the baseline phase. 

Parent training. Parent training procedures for both families were similar to that of 

Mueller et al. (2004) and Pangborn et al. (2012), which involved observations, written 

instructions, modelling, and feedback (i.e., behavioural skills training). For both families, the 

researcher provided positive and corrective feedback during the inter-trial intervals and after the 

sessions. Training for parents to collect data was conducted through live demonstration. Prior to 

implementing each new treatment component, role-play was provided for Adam’s mother. A 

training session was conducted for Adam’s mother before fading to weekly visits. The researcher 

administered multiple hypothetical scenarios as quiz questions (e.g., Pangborn et al., 2012) in 

four main areas: finding and using rewards; how to handle behaviours; breaking down tasks; and 

contacting MDT. Lastly, written instructions were provided to both families on a monthly basis, 

which comprised 1) an update for previous goals, 2) short-term goals for the following month, 

and 3) updated instructions on treatment implementation. The instructions also involved general 

mealtime procedures, MDT recommendations (i.e., seating, thick puree or finger food ideas), as 

well as behavioural components of the intervention to teach new eating skills.  

Adam 

Intensive Intervention. During Adam’s intensive intervention, food acceptance was 

targeted with varied pureed foods. The intervention involved differential reinforcement of 

alternative behaviours (DRA), volume fading, escape extinction (EE) in the form of non-removal 

of the spoon (NRS) and re-presentation, and response cost (RC). The reinforcer used in the DRA 

procedure was access to cartoons or nursery songs on the TV or iPad®, based on a prior free-

operant preference assessment (Roane et al., 1998). Volume fading began with the acceptance of 
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an empty spoon, then progressed to a pea-size volume. By the end of the intensive period, 

Adam’s acceptance of pureed foods was 100%, with IMB at very low levels. Adam’s family 

selected three goals for further advancing eating skills at the end of the intensive period. The 

goals consisted of the following: 1) expanding food variety and volume; 2) promoting open-cup 

drinking; and 3) toothbrushing by caregivers. 

Baseline. Foods and Drinks (Goal 1,2). Adam was seated in the Tumble Forms Feeder 

Seat® in in front of the TV, which played children’s videos continuously. This baseline 

procedure represented the conditions under which Adam’s general caregiver meal-time attempts 

took place (i.e., true baseline). Adam’s mother was provided with instructions to support the 

collection of trial-by-trial data. The initial food volume was set at pea-size. Adam’s mother 

presented a bite of smooth pureed food on the spoon within 5 cm of Adam’s lips on an average 

of every 30s, with the instruction “Aah…” or “Take a bite”. The researcher instructed Adam’s 

mother to randomise the order of food presentation. If Adam accepted the bite, praise was 

provided and 30 s elapsed before the mouth clean check occurred. If Adam did not accept the 

bite or engaged in IMB, the food or drink was removed for 5 s until the next presentation. If 

Adam expelled the bite, his mother wiped the content off with a paper towel without comment. 

Adam’s mother provided general attention throughout the meal but was instructed to not provide 

attention upon refusal or IMB. Baseline sessions for drinks were conducted similar to foods, with 

the TV playing continuously. Initial drink volume was set at 5 ml of Fortini milk. 

Toothbrushing (Goal 3). Toothbrushing sessions were conducted with Adam seated on 

his mother’s lap or a children’s chair facing the TV. A 5-step task analysis similar to that 

described by Brown (2012) was developed for toothbrushing (see Table 3). The cartoon and his 

mother’s attention were available noncontingently. A five-step task analysis was formed after 
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observation during baseline. Adam’s mother presented the toothbrush with the instruction “It’s 

time to brush your teeth. Aah.” If Adam opened his mouth, Adam’s mother praised him and 

brushed his front top teeth three times in a back-and-forth motion. If Adam accepted, his mother 

praised him and continued to brush his front bottom, left and right side in the same fashion until 

finished. If Adam did not open his mouth, cried or pushed the toothbrush away at any point, 

Adam’s mother removed the toothbrush and stopped with no comment. Toothbrushing did not 

require any intervention as Adam consistently showed at least 80% correct steps, with and 

without toothpaste. Adam’s mother was asked to brush Adam’s teeth at least once daily. 

Toothbrushing was probed throughout the study and parental data was recorded. 

Table 3 

Task Analysis for Toothbrushing. 

Steps Toothbrushing 

1 Open mouth. 

2 Brush front top three times in a back-and-forth motion. 

3 Brush front bottom three times in a back-and-forth motion. 

4 Brush left three times in a back-and-forth motion. 

5 Brush right three times in a back-and-forth motion. 

 

DRA, RC, EE, Volume Fading (Goal 1: Increasing Food Variety). To continue 

advancing food variety, Adam’s mother was supported to continue the treatment package from 

the intensive phase; specifically, DRA, RC, EE. The procedure was conducted similar to that 

during baseline, whereby the TV was on from the start of the meal, and Adam’s mother 

presented bites approximately every 30 s. If Adam accepted the bite within 5 s of presentation, 

Adam’s mother provided praise and continued access to the TV. If Adam did not open his 

mouth, or engaged in IMB, the TV was paused, and Adam’s mother held the spoon at Adam’s 

lower lip, until she was able to deposit the bite. If Adam was coughing, gagging or vomiting, the 
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bite was not deposited until these behaviours ceased (see Rubio et al., 2015). When acceptance 

occurred, Adam’s mother provided praise and access to the TV. Approximately 30 s after 

acceptance, Adam’s mouth was checked, and if clean, praise was provided. If Adam expelled the 

bite, the food was re-collected where possible and re-placed into his mouth (or a new bite of the 

same food was re-presented).  

Two new foods were introduced weekly. Stable levels of acceptance above 80% of 

presentations across five consecutive sessions (e.g., 1 meal) led to an increase of the volume to 

pea-size. When Adam’s oral feeding became faster, the meal time was gradually shortened to 30 

bites or less than 20 minutes, whichever occurred first.   

DRA, EE, RC, Lip Closure (Goal 1, 2: Decreasing Expulsion). Acceptance in food 

sessions remained high and stable, but increasing levels of expulsion were noted as sessions 

progressed. Concurrent with these observations, Adam was reported to increasingly vomit 

following tube feeds, thus further consultation was sought prior to adding further intervention 

components.  During this period, Adam’s mother continued the oral meals. Adam’s acceptance 

remained high and IMB remained low, despite expulsions. Medical clearance and a swallow 

study were completed and no abnormalities were found. DRA, RC and EE were applied to 

expulsion, whereby expulsions resulted in TV being paused, along with re-presentations of the 

expelled bites. Following further consultations with the team, it was hypothesised that Adam’s 

expulsions were related to an oral motor skill deficit (failure to consistently close his lips on the 

spoon following acceptance), thus a specific prompting was added to the existing intervention. 

During the intervention, the tip of the spoon was gently placed on the bottom of Adam’s lip. 

When Adam closed his lips on the spoon, a gentle upward pressure was applied to support him to 

remove the food from the spoon. After Adam accepted the food, modelling of lip closure 
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(“mmm”) was further provided to teach Adam to keep his lips closed for at least 3 s after 

acceptance. Food acceptance required Adam to actively close his lips onto the spoon, and scoop 

the food off while his lips remained closed. RC and re-presentation was programmed for 

expulsion, whereas successful acceptance and lip closure resulted in praise and the continuation 

of TV. Treatment component and procedure for drink acceptance was the same as that for food 

acceptance.  

Since Adam had no imitation skills, the prerequisite modelling training occurred when 

Adam was waiting for the swallowing test. The training started with the instruction “Adam, do 

this, ‘mmm’”. A drip of milk on the bottom lip was used as a prompt. Following correct lip 

close, Adam’s mother provided praise. Further, spoon and cup were used interspersedly during 

the drink sessions to prompt lip closure on the cup.  

DRA, RC, EE, Lip Closure, Volume Fading (Goal 1, 2: Advancing Volume and 

Texture). Increasing volume was introduced when Adam was consistently having 30 bites of 

foods each meal for one week. The same intervention package was implemented. Volume for 

familiar food texture gradually increased from pea-size to half a spoonful, ¾ of a spoonful and 

then to a full spoonful. Increased texture (with thickness equivalent to Stage 2 baby foods) 

occurred concurrently. Adam’s mother was instructed to consistently provide one advanced 

texture in each meal. Familiar and advanced texture foods were presented intermittently.  

Initially starting with a cup only with inconsistent results, lip closure for drinks was 

supported by some spoon trials. After Adam accepted the drink, Adam’s mother immediately 

presented the instruction “Adam, ‘mmm’” in addition to a gentle touch on his bottom lip without 

any milk. Volume fading began when Adam was able to accept liquids with less than 20% 

expulsion. The volume in the cup gradually increased from 1 ml, to 3 ml, and then 5 ml per sip.  
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Sessions continued until a 100 ml portion in the cup was finished. The same intervention was 

applied for acceptance and expulsion. When Adam was able to finish a 100ml portion in a cup, 

drinking was regularly probed while the focus moved on to advancing self-drinking skills. 

Behaviours were monitored during the maintenance phase after meeting the mastery 

criteria. Regular probes were conducted, during which the researcher supported Adam’s mother 

to advance self-feeding and finger food skills.  

End of Study and Follow-up. A follow-up session for Adam was conducted via 

telehealth 1 month following the completion of the study. During the visit, the researchers 

observed a meal in Adam’s natural eating environment. Feedbacks on the progress, goals and 

recommendations for skill advancements were provided, but no further treatment protocols were 

advised. A 3-day oral intake data was requested.  

Ben 

Ben inconsistently consumed adult-fed finger foods at the initial observations. The 

advancement phase was intended to focus on the goals determined at the end of the intensive 

treatment phase. Due to the lockdown, the goals were selected following baseline, where it was 

shown that telehealth support was necessary. During the parent support stage, Ben’s mother 

considered increasing consumption of finger foods as the main priority. Caregiver support was 

provided for finger foods while spoon foods and self-drinking remained at baseline. The three 

goals selected for Ben were: 1) increasing the number of bites for familiar and novel finger foods 

in a meal; 2) self-feeding familiar foods with a spoon when required; and 3) self-drinking 

familiar liquids with open cups and bottles with straws when required. Ben’s SLT confirmed that 

finger foods were appropriate to introduce with monitoring. Baseline procedures initially allowed 

Ben independence to self-feed or drink. 
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Ben’s mother provided a list of family foods. The sizes and volume of the foods were 

prescribed and remained the same subsequent to the baseline phase. The finger foods (e.g., 

grapes, pineapple) and spoon foods (e.g., noodles, rice) were required to be cut into bite-size 

pieces. Drink volume was not prescribed as he was able to drink full volumes from a variety of 

cups with preferred drinks. Meal routine requirements were set for the family, where Ben 

consistently had one to two meals every day. 

BL (Goal 1-3). Ben sat in a booster seat placed on a chair in front of the table. Ben’s 

mother presented a bite of food an average of every 30s by placing the food in the plate in front 

of him and simultaneously presenting the instruction “Take a bite/drink” or “Try the (food)”. If 

Ben accepted the bite, he was praised and allowed 30s to swallow. If Ben engaged in IMB, the 

bite was removed and the next bite was presented after 30s. If Ben indicated expulsion, Ben’s 

mother provided him with a paper towel for Ben to expel without any comment. If Ben packed 

the bite, his mother waited and prompted for swallowing until mouth clean or expulsion. Ben’s 

mother frequently interacted with Ben throughout the session. The baseline procedure for finger 

foods, spoon foods and drinks were identical.  

 Antecedent, Contingent Attention (Goal 1: Self-Fed Finger Foods). Ben’s mother 

selected to target finger foods during telehealth sessions. The procedure included antecedent 

manipulations and contingent attention to appropriate mealtime behaviours. These components 

were the general procedures that would have been applied during the intensive phase. Moreover, 

antecedent interventions and contingent attention were considered as the least intrusive and the 

simplest to apply through telehealth (e.g., Casey et al., 2006; de Moor et al., 2007). Prior to the 

sessions, Ben’s mother was instructed to put highly preferred foods out of sight. Portion-based 

free operant meals consisting of a selected variety of foods were used during the intervention. 
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The session began when Adam’s mother placed his plate down with the instruction “It’s time for 

your morning tea/lunch”. A small plate of three to four bite-size foods with 5 bites each was 

placed on the table in front of him. If Ben self-fed a bite and swallowed the food, Ben’s mother 

praised and interacted with him. If Ben did not self-feed, Ben’s mother prompted “Eat your 

food” and pointed at his plate every 10 s. If Ben engaged in IMB, no attention was provided 

besides briefly restating the instruction. If Ben packed the food in his mouth for over 30 s, Ben’s 

mother prompted him to swallow. If Ben expelled the accepted bites, no attention was provided.  
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Results 

Both participants showed improvements in oral consumption during the study, despite 

variations in how procedures could be applied due to Covid-19 restrictions. Overall, changes 

were observed in areas including food and drink acceptance, improved oral motor skills, 

independent feeding skills and the increased consumption of a variety of foods.  Following 

intensive treatment, Adam demonstrated progress in three key skill domains, with his oral intake 

sufficient to cease tube feeding by 6 months. In contrast, Ben could only access telehealth 

sessions due to Covid-19 restrictions, but increased independent self-feeding and consumption of 

food variety. Although there was no change in Ben’s tube feeding, his food variety tripled. 

Caregiver procedures were at high levels for both participants.  

The multiple baseline data for Adam and Ben are presented in Figures 1 and 4. 

Behavioural data will be discussed individually for each participant prior to considering 

nutritional outcomes. For Adam, trial-by-trial percentage data for acceptance, expulsion, IMB 

across sessions are reported. For Ben, percentage data for consumption, packing and overall 

independent self-feeding, as well as frequency data for overall bites consumed across meals are 

presented.  

Adam 

Figure 1 presents the multiple baseline data, with the first panel being the percentage of 

food acceptance, the second being drink acceptance and the third being the percentage of correct 

steps for toothbrushing. Because of the potential discomfort and pain, the same treatment 

package was not implemented for worsening expulsion prior to the swallow test. Therefore, data 

from Weeks 2 to 6 are removed from the main Figures. Meal sessions continued to be conducted 

during the waiting period following the caregiver’s preference (see Appendix 12 for the 
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complete graphs of percentage acceptance, IMB and number of expulsions). Adam showed no 

major differences in any other behavioural measures apart from expulsion. For foods (panel 1), 

the level of food acceptance was consistently low at baseline, averaging around 10%. With the 

implementation of the treatment package during the intensive phase, food acceptance initially 

showed high variability but significantly increased and stabilized towards the end of the 

intensive period. The level of food acceptance maintained high with little variability during the 

skill advancement stage. For drinks (panel 2), Adam was not able to finish the 5-ml portion in 

one sip, which was included in the definition. The same treatment package was used with the 

addition of volume fading from 1 ml and lip closure prompting upon acceptance. Drink 

acceptance increased significantly to 100% with little variability for the remainder of the study. 

For toothbrushing (panel 3), Adam completed over 80% steps correctly during baseline, and 

probes continued. Further probes showed at least 80% correct steps without and with toothpaste. 

Adam’s mother was able to brush each side of his teeth at least five times, or until the teeth were 

cleaned. The results were maintained throughout the study from direct observation as well as 

parent report.  

Figure 2 depicts the percentage of acceptance, expulsion and IMB for foods. The 

percentages of IMB for food at BL phase were highly variable, but showed a slight increasing 

trend. The level of IMB also remained near zero at the beginning of the skill advancement phase. 

On the other hand, percentage of expulsion for food was consistently low during BL, yet it 

rapidly increased with little variability from session 70 (see Appendix 12, bottom panel). 

Immediately following the clearance for safe swallowing, RC, EE and DRA were implemented 

for expulsion. Expulsion did not improve sufficiently (M=100%) with variable levels. In 

addition, IMB increased to 100% across five sessions. From Session 178, lip closure was added 
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in combination with RC to decrease expulsion. The behaviour definition of food acceptance was 

changed, which required accepting food with lip closure on the spoon. Lip closure increased 

significantly and remained stable above 80% throughout the remainder of the phases. Expulsion 

showed a rapid downward trend with a moderately variable pattern. The percentage of expulsion 

further decreased to below 20%. The introduction of food volume and texture phase resulted in 

an increase in expulsion with a highly variable level (M=60%). Volume fading was applied to 

thick puree while gradual increase in volume was applied to familiar and thinner textures. Food 

variety continued to be added during the food volume and texture phase. Expulsion further 

decreased and stabilized below 20% after Session 275. Similarly, the level of IMB remained 

relatively stable at 0% with little variability.  

Figure 3 presents the percentages of expulsion and IMB for drinks. Initially showing 

consistently high expulsion, the mean level decreased to 70% with moderate variability. Towards 

the end of the 1-ml volume phase, expulsion stabilized at under 20%. IMB consistently showed 

little variability, averaging a near zero level.  

During the Maintenance phase, Adam’s mother continued meals while further advancing 

food texture, as well as self-feeding finger foods and self-drinking. Adam was able to eat mashed 

lumpy foods, self-drink milk from a Reflo cup with assistance, and self-feed crushed biscuits or 

crackers. His performance for pureed foods, drinking and toothbrushing was regularly probed 

and maintained at mastery criterion.  

Follow-up occurred one month after the end of the study. Two different foods were used; 

a thick puree with soft chunky bites and small pieces of biscuit in milk. Acceptance for foods, 

drinks and correct steps completed for toothbrushing remained high. IMB and expulsion were 
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low across all three skills. In addition to adult-feeding pureed food, Adam also attempted to self-

feed the biscuits.  
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Figure 1 

Food Acceptance, Drink Acceptance and Toothbrushing for Adam 
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Figure 2 

Food-Related Behaviours for Adam 
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Figure 3 

Drink-Related Problem Behaviours for Adam 

Ben 

Figure 5 depicts the multiple baseline data across three skills, with the top panel being 

finger foods, the middle being spoon foods and the bottom panel being drinks. The left y-axis 

shows the percentage of self-fed consumption, while the right y-axis shows the total number of 

bites or drinks per meal. Self-fed consumption of finger foods during baseline showed a gradual 

but increasing trend with moderate variability, averaging around 40%. This was accompanied by 

a gradual increase in the frequency of bites, with an average of 10 bites of self-fed target finger 

foods per session. During the parent support phase, antecedent manipulations and contingent 
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attention were applied to the finger foods. The percentage data for consumption of the target 

finger foods was removed from the graph due to the change from bite-by-bite presentation during 

the baseline to portion-based meals. Frequency of bites showed greater variability (ranging 

between 1and 22 bites per meal), with the average frequency remaining at the same level of 10 

bites. Procedural errors (food preparation errors and preferred foods being available; see Meal 14 

and 15) and other confounding variables in the environment (access to KFC takeaway; see Meal 

21) contributed to the majority of the variability. Sessions with novel food consumption 

increased from 29% during the baseline to 60% at the parent support phase. Spoon foods and 

drinks remained at baseline, with a bite-by-bite structured meal presentation. During the initial 

baseline for spoon foods, the frequency of overall spoon foods was initially high (M=35), but 

decreased and stabilised at around 10 bites per session. The percentage consumption of target 

spoon foods remained low, with little variability. Following the intervention for finger foods, the 

frequency of bites and the percentage of consumption remained at the same level. For drinks, the 

percentage of water consumption was mostly stable at 0%, with two meals of high acceptance 

(Meal 11 and 13). Following the intervention for finger foods, water consumption remained at 

0%. The consumption of home-blended smoothies, on the other hand, increased to 100%. 

Smoothie was initially a target drink, yet later became a preferred liquid which confounded one 

of the meal sessions. Meal 15 showed over 35 drinks of smoothie with less than 5 bites of finger 

foods.  

Mealtime behaviours across finger foods, spoon foods and drinks are shown in Figure 6. 

The left y-axis shows the percentage of packing, and the right y-axis shows the frequency of 

IMB across meals. The frequency of IMB showed high variability during BL, averaging around 

10 per meal. The level of IMB decreased with little variability to an average of 5 per meal during 
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the parent support phase. A slightly downward trend was observed towards the end the phase. 

The percentage of bites packed remained moderately variable throughout the study, averaging 

around 30%. For spoon foods, IMB showed a slight downward trend with little variability and 

remained at an average of 7 per meal. Packing for spoon foods was highly variable, yet mostly 

remained at 0%. IMB for drinking averaged around 5 per meal with little variability, while 

packing remained at 0%.  

Figure 7 presents the progression of overall independent self-feeding. Self-feeding was 

initially 0% during the initial observations, where Ben refused to self-feed and requested 

assistance for finger and spoon foods. Self-fed independence for both food groups increased 

steeply during baseline after two structured meals. Ben no longer required any assistance from 

his mother, and was independently feeding himself with fingers or utensils.  
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Figure 4 

Finger Foods, Spoon Foods and Drinks Consumption for Ben 

Note. Meals with * indicates PI errors occurring within the session. Frequency of bites with “x” 

inside the open circles indicates where novel food was consumed during the meal.  
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Figure 5 

 Frequency of IMB and Percentage Trials with Packing across Goals 

Note. Meals with * indicates PI errors occurring within the session.  
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Figure 6 

Percentage Overall Independent Feeding for Finger and Spoon Foods 

Nutritional and Growth Outcomes 

 Figure 7 displays oral intake, tube intake, and food variety for Adam and Ben. Adam’s 

average daily food intake increased steadily from 12g to 158g while daily formula consumption 

increased to 357g. In addition, his tube intake decreased steadily from 660ml per day until tube 

cessation at week 25. At the end of the study, Adam’s weight had increased by 1kg. For Adam, 

the food and drink variety increased to 27 at 3 months of intervention, then further increased to 

49 by the end of the study. 

Ben’s average daily food intake ranged between 94g and 261g while drinks (smoothies, 

milk and formula) ranged from 5g to 62g. There was no change in Ben’s tube intake, as 

corresponding weight gain was still sufficient. Ben showed a significant increase in food variety. 

Although earlier behavioural data indicated inconsistency, Ben’s food variety increased to a total 

of 58 and 7 drinks during the 3-month period (see Appendix 8 for a detailed food list for Adam 

and Ben).  
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Figure 7 

Oral Intake, Tube Intake and Food Variety for Adam (Left) and Ben (Right) 

Note. Ben’s caregiver did not report oral intake data for Weeks 1 to 5 and Week 12. The oral 

intake data was incomplete for Week 11.  
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Medical Barriers and Treatment Interruptions  

In total, Adam had 56 individual meals with 4% cancellation, while Ben had 24 

individual meals with 23% cancellation. Major disruptions involved heart surgeries, 

complications, medical appointments and waiting for swallowing test results (see Appendix 9). 

Adam was vomiting at least three times daily at the beginning of the study. Therefore, we 

collected and reported the frequency and volume of vomiting in order to provide objective data 

to the MDT (see Appendix 10 and 11). A paediatrician appointment occurred in Week 5 to 

address the vomiting issues. Time and duration of the tube feeding was altered by the dietitian in 

Weeks 2 and 6. At the same time, a barium swallowing test was completed and showed no 

abnormalities that called for further investigation. Weekly changes and reductions in tube-

feeding occurred from Weeks 11 to 14. Two MDT meetings were held in weeks 18 and 20, 

followed by further reductions in tube volume. At Week 23, Adam received heart surgery for re-

positioning his pacemaker. Tube cessation occurred at the end of Week 24.  

Parent Implementation and Adherence 

Table 3 presents the mean percentage (with range) of correct preparation, presentations 

and consequences for Adam’s and Ben’s mothers. Overall, correct implementation of the 

treatment for Adam’s mother maintained at high levels, ranging from 86% to 100% across skills. 

For Ben’s mother, the average correct implementation was relatively lower, ranging from 68% to 

100%. 

Food and drink preparation and presentation was consistently high for Adam’s mother. 

Variations in the correct consequences involved 1) providing praise for acceptance or 

swallowing, and 2) the implementation of EE and RC to IMB and expulsion. Presentation and 

consequences for toothbrushing were not measured as no further intervention was required.  
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Ben’s mother consistently presented correct prompts for behaviours, including those for 

sitting, chewing, swallowing and acceptance. The variations in the incorrect implementation 

involved the following elements: 1) consistently cutting foods into bite-size pieces, 2) presenting 

correct instruction or presentation methods, and 3) providing praise or attention to correct 

behaviours.  

Overall caregiver adherence was evaluated through self-report daily intake data. Based on 

the intake data, both families conducted sufficient daily meals. On average, Adam’s mother 

reported conducting 4 meals per day. Ben’s mother reported conducting an average of 3 daily 

meals.  

Table 4 

Caregiver procedural integrity across skills for Adam and Ben (mean, range) 

  Caregiver Procedural Integrity (mean, range) 

Participant Skills Preparation Presentation Consequence  

Adam Food 100 100 86 (67-100) 

 Drinking 100 100 80 (40-100) 

 Toothbrushing 100 N/A N/A 

Ben Finger Foods 85 (57-100) 100 86 (67-100) 

 Spoon Foods 92 (75-100) 68 (13-100) 66 (44-77) 

 Drinking 100 68 (33-100) 94 (60-100) 

Note. Presentation and consequence for toothbrushing for Adam was not measured.  

Social Validity  

 Social validity data are presented in Table 5. The scores are separated based on 

acceptability of the requirements and techniques, satisfaction with the outcomes and therapists, 

and potential recommendation for other families with tube-dependent children. The average 

overall satisfaction scores across themes for Adam and Ben were relatively positive, with an 

average of 6.5 (range 4 to 7) and 5.4 (range 4 to 6) respectively. For Adam’s mother, the highest 
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scores were obtained for treatment requirements (i.e., satisfaction with the time commitment, 

data recording; mean: 7) and recommendation to other families (mean: 7). A lower score (4, 

neither agree nor disagree) was given to the statement “It was helpful that the therapist/s 

communicated with me and reminded me about what was happening”. For Ben’s mother, most 

scores were between 5 (“somewhat agree”) and 6 (“agree”). A lower score of 4 was given to one 

of the outcomes, “Starting to eat led to better health”.  

Table 5 

Average satisfaction scores (mean, range) across themes for caregivers 

Question Theme Adam Ben 

Acceptability   

        Techniques 6.5 (6-7) 5.5 (5-6) 

        Requirements 7 5.5 (5-6) 

Benefits   

        Outcomes 6.5 (5-7) 5 (4-6) 

        Therapist 6 (4-7) 5.7 (5-6) 

        Recommendation for others 7 6 
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Discussion 

Overview of the Findings  

The goal of this study was to extend beyond the traditional intensive behavioural model, 

to support caregivers as the main feeders at home, and to evaluate whether generalization 

occurred across skills. Adam completed the 6-month intervention as intended and proceeded to 

the follow-up period. The aim for Adam was to increase consumption of foods and drinks, as 

well as accept toothbrushing. By the end of the intervention, Adam was accepting foods and 

drinks with few problem behaviours and he successfully ceased tube feedings. Generalization 

was observed in toothbrushing. In contrast, the intensive intervention did not occur for Ben due 

to Covid-19. The goals for Ben were to increase consumption of finger foods, spoon foods and 

drinks. Parent training was provided for finger foods via telehealth. By the end of the 3-month 

intervention, the number of foods that he would accept increased by two thirds and 

generalization occurred for the variety of spoon foods and drinks. The overall procedural fidelity 

was relatively high between caregivers. Lastly, social validity was measured through moderately 

high levels of caregiver satisfaction.  

The most prominent difference in the current study is that one of the participants went 

through the three-phase intervention, but the same process could not be followed for the other 

participant. Adam received 2-week intensive treatment after the baseline observations, followed 

by 5.5 months of a caregiver-led skill advancement phase. The advancement phase for Adam 

consisted of 2 meal sessions per day, twice a week. On the other hand, Ben received 2.5 months 

of caregiver support following 2-week baseline observations. The differences in the dosage and 

intensity of the intervention may explain some of the differences in the treatment effect and 

parental adherence. 
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Adam 

The combination of response cost (RC), escape extinction (EE), differential 

reinforcement of alternative behaviours (DRA) and volume fading at the end of the intensive 

phase was successful in increasing acceptance with minimal expulsion. Adam rarely contacted 

RC and EE due to high acceptance. Following increased levels of expulsion and medical 

clearance, the additional procedure included lip closure, which decreased expulsion.   

Non-removal of the spoon (NRS) and re-presentation of expelled food are the two most 

commonly used extinction-based procedures. Patel et al. (2002) achieved successful results for 

both of their participants with total food refusal when NRS and re-presentation were used in 

combination with DRA. During extinction, the maintaining reinforcers of a previously reinforced 

behaviour are discontinued, which reduces the likelihood of the behaviour happening in the 

future (Cooper et al., 2007). For EE procedures in particular, refusal behaviours that previously 

produced escape no longer result in the removal of foods or drinks. Similar results were found by 

Piazza, Patel et al. (2003) where EE was effective at increasing consumption despite the use of 

DRA. Nevertheless, the addition of DRA was associated with lower levels of inappropriate 

behaviours. Furthermore, while the extinction procedures discontinue the function of refusal 

behaviours that previously produced successful escape, the use of DRA promotes desirable 

mealtime behaviours (e.g., Casey et al., 2006).  

However, EE alone did not increase Adam’s acceptance due to passive food refusal, 

where Adam ignored the bite presentations. Thus, RC in the form of pausing the TV or iPad® 

was implemented contingent on IMB. RC, as a form of punishment, decreases the probability of 

the refusal behaviour occurring in the future (Cooper et al., 2007). The effective treatment result 

was consistent with a previous study by Kahng et al. (2001), who used DRA and RC alone to 
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treat a boy with TD and (aggressive) behaviours towards other people and objects. Highly 

preferred items were provided at the beginning of the meal sessions. IMB or food refusal resulted 

in contingent loss of these items, and the items were returned upon acceptance of the subsequent 

bite. Noncontingent access at the onset of the mealtime and contingent loss of the preferred items 

contributed to an increase in consumption. However, it is worth noting that the boy was 5 years 

old and already had certain high-probability foods that he would consistently accept in over 80% 

of trials offered. This meant that he already had established preferences for items and had some 

previous experience with foods, which made the intervention successful. DRA and response cost 

may be insufficient for younger children and infants with limited to no exposure to foods and 

liquids, as well as various items in the environment. On the other hand, Alaimo et al. (2018) 

showed that, although a larger magnitude of effectiveness was found in the DRA and EE 

condition alone, improved consumption and decreased IMB was also achieved with RC, EE and 

DRA components.  

In the literature for treating TD, another EE procedure, physical guidance, was more 

commonly used for passive refusal behaviours (e.g., Borrero et al., 2013; Rubio et al., 2015; 

Rubio et al., 2020). Variations of jaw prompts and finger prompts were used to open the child’s 

mouth for food deposit, such as inserting a finger into child’s mouth, or applying gentle pressure 

to the jaw joint. Although RC is considered a punishment procedure, these EE procedures can be 

more physically intrusive, especially for children with previous unpleasant or painful history 

involving the facial area. Adam was NG-tube dependent, where the tube was positioned across 

one of his cheeks. Therefore, physical guidance procedures were not considered.  

Volume fading was used from the intensive period, where Adam was asked to accept an 

empty spoon. The empty spoon provided Adam with a starting point since he had limited 
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experience with foods. The volume of a new food or texture increased from a dipped spoonful, to 

pea-size, half a spoonful, and a full spoonful of food during the food variety as well as the food 

texture/volume phase. Volume fading was also applied to Adam’s drink acceptance where we 

started from 1ml and increased to the target volume of 5 ml acceptance. Groff et al. (2014) used 

a volume fading procedure where the liquid and puree volumes were faded from 0.1 ml with 0.1 

ml increments to the target volume of 2 ml. However, the authors conducted volume fading 

using a syringe, which was then followed by syringe-to-cup (for liquid) and syringe-to-spoon 

(for purees) fading. Unlike Groff et al. (2014), the criterion for a systematic increment was 

removed to suit the appropriateness and accessibility of parent implementation. Moreover, 

Adam’s cup acceptance had already been established since the intensive phase, which allowed 

for bigger volume increments following acceptance with lip closure.  

A systematic introduction of intervention components was applied to address expulsion 

(see Sharp et al., 2010). The level of expulsion was low during BL and at the beginning of the 

skill advancement phase. Higher levels of expulsion occurred, despite the use of re-presentation, 

and continued to rise. Re-presentation, as a form of escape extinction, should decrease expulsion 

(e.g., Patel et al., 2002). During the 4-week waiting period for the swallow test, Adam’s mother 

continued to conduct daily meals, yet further intervention components could not be applied. 

Expulsion remained at high levels with positive affect (smiling and laughing) and continued 

acceptance. More importantly, a lack of lip closure was observed, which suggested potential oral 

motor deficits.  

It is common in the feeding literature to combine consequence and antecedent-based 

components to treat expulsion (e.g., Gibbons et al., 2007; Sharp et al., 2015). Shalev et al. (2018) 

showed that positive reinforcement with escape extinction was insufficient to decrease expulsion 
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of drinks for two children. Expulsion was further categorized into different types, which 

involved liquids or foods passively running out of the child’s open mouth (run-out expulsion), 

forceful expulsion of foods with pursed lips, protruded tongue or a burst of air (forceful and 

tongue-thrust expulsion), and the child removing foods with body parts or objects (object 

expulsion). Additional manipulations of chin prompt and reclined seating targeted and 

successfully decreased run-out expulsion in both participants. The chin prompt involved 

prompted upward movements of the jaw with mouth closure, whereas reclined seating involved 

manipulating the seating position. Similar reasons to those mentioned above were applied for 

excluding physical guidance procedures for expulsion. In addition, in a study by Taylor, Purdy et 

al. (2019), one child required additional modelling components to teach lip closure to address 

run-out expulsion. These additional antecedent procedures may reduce the effort involved in 

consumption (e.g., Shalev et al., 2018). Actively closing his lips and taking the bite off the spoon 

might have reduced Adam’s response effort in forming the bolus for swallowing.  

For some feeding domains, generalisation was observed across different skills, but in 

some cases further interventions were required. Generalization occurred for drink acceptance 

after the sessions for foods during the intensive period. Adam showed consistent drink 

acceptance during BL, yet he was unable to finish the 5 ml of liquid in one sip as required. 

Compared to the pureed foods, the formula and the water were in liquid forms, which was faster 

moving. The formula passively spilled out of Adam’s mouth due to his lack of lip closure. 

Therefore, modelling lip closure on the cup was provided, as well as intermittent spoon and cup 

presentations, which prompted lip closure on the cup as well. 

In addition, successful acceptance of toothbrushing without and with toothpaste was also 

obtained without intervention. That means Adam generalized opening his mouth and allowing 
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toothbrushing without any intervention. This was consistent with the previous research where 

meal-related skills and acceptance emerged following behavioural interventions. For example, 

Sharp, Jaquess et al. (2010) found that chewing skills emerged during follow-up as parents 

continued the meals. Similar progression to higher texture and the emergence of advanced eating 

skills has been observed in other studies (e.g., Mueller et al., 2004). 

While not specifically measured, the most frequently reported generalization in previous 

literature occurred with different settings (e.g., school; Taylor, 2020) or people (e.g., staff, 

Hansen et al., 2020); however, there was minimal emphasis across skills or behaviours. Adam’s 

mother anecdotally reported that eating also occurred in the car and at family friend’s house. 

Moreover, meal-related and non-eating-related skill development following behavioural 

intervention was recorded through caregiver reports and direct observation (Appendix 13). Meal-

related generalization included accepting oral medication, finger foods, different cups and self-

drinking. Non-eating-related skills included toy and object manipulation, parallel play with other 

children, babbling, walking, imitation and interactive game-play on the phone. 

Although they are excluded from the results, recommendations were provided for self-

feeding and self-drinking during the maintenance stage for foods and drinks with telehealth 

support. Training sessions focused on teaching Adam self-drinking and self-feeding finger foods 

were conducted while maintenance skills continued to be probed.  

Ben 

Antecedent manipulations and contingent attention were applied to self-feeding finger 

foods for Ben while spoon foods and drinks remained at the baseline. These procedures were 

commonly adopted in the general procedures across the literature, and were considered the 

simplest for the caregivers to apply through telehealth (e.g., Casey et al., 2006; de Moor et al., 
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2007).  The additional procedures were ineffective in increasing the number of bites. While 

consumption for spoon foods showed a slight increase, the bites consumed decreased by a factor 

of three. Consumption and the number of bites for drinks remained the same. A small but 

positive impact was found for packing and IMB for Ben’s finger and spoon foods, yet no major 

changes were found for drinks. Notably, Ben showed increased independent self-feeding foods 

and drinks, with a reduction in requests for assistance from Ben’s mother after five meal 

sessions. Moreover, the variety of finger foods increased significantly, with the same 

improvements for spoon foods and drinks without any intervention.  

The improvements in food variety for Ben occurred in the presence of reinforcement and 

antecedent procedures. Contingent attention was delivered in the form of adult attention and 

praise for Ben. These included behaviour-specific praise (i.e., “Great job swallowing your 

food!”) as well as high-quality interaction with the child (e.g., chatting, joking, making silly 

faces) from Ben’s mother and the researcher. Behaviour-specific praise and adult attention are 

two of the most commonly used reinforcements in the feeding literature (e.g., Casey et al., 2009; 

de Moor et al., 2007). In addition, Ben’s mother provided verbal prompts for packing or prior to 

expulsion (e.g., “Swallow your food” or “Chew the food”). Patel et al. (2002) used NRS in 

combination with verbal prompts every 30s for food refusal. Similarly, de Moor et al. (2007) 

provided a verbal prompt “No, swallow your food” upon packing, expulsion and gagging.  

Ben’s progress may also demonstrate the importance of mealtime routines. Mealtime 

structure and schedule has been considered as one of the key contributors to feeding difficulties 

(see Berlin et al., 2011), which included the frequency of meals, the absence of distractions, food 

choice and eating with family members (Powell et al., 2017). Although it is not considered part 

of the antecedent manipulation, the general structure and schedule for mealtime therapy sessions 
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remain consistent across the feeding literature, such as the meal duration, portion and schedule, 

number of meals per day, target food variety, random presentation, bite sizes, and bite 

presentation intervals (e.g., Berth et al., 2019; Gulotta et al., 2005; Taylor, Purdy et al., 2019). 

Prior to the intervention, Ben’s mother reported Ben resisted sitting at the table and small snacks 

were provided during playtime throughout the day. During the treatment phase, a fixed daily 

morning tea and lunch schedule was recommended that allowed sufficient time following any 

tube feeds. The use of fixed mealtime routines can limit additional consumption outside the 

mealtime, as well as stimulate hunger for food. For example, in a study by Brown et al. (2014), 

all the participants were provided with a schedule upon admission, which consisted of five meal 

sessions (breakfast, morning tea, lunch, afternoon tea, and dinner) per day, two hours apart. 

Furthermore, since Ben had more oral feeding skills and history, a fixed meal routine may have 

provided support for bringing these behaviours under instructional control (e.g., “It’s time for 

lunch”), which in turn provided more opportunities for learning. In contrast, Adam had no prior 

feeding skills and thus additional procedures were required.  

Generalization did not occur for frequency of bites for the target spoon foods and drinks. 

While no change occurred for drinks acceptance, packing and IMB showed a small decrease 

without any intervention. However, due to the limited number of sessions, it was hard to reach a 

definitive conclusion. Nevertheless, generalization occurred for Ben in terms of food variety. 

Consumption for spoon foods and drinks remained at the BL phase, yet an average of four novel 

spoon foods and drinks were consumed on a weekly basis (e.g., a variety of cereals, milk). 

Increase in food variety has been rarely reported in the literature, possibly because a set number 

of foods were selected as target foods prior to the intervention (e.g., Mueller et al., 2004). Lastly, 
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although meal and non-eating-related skills were not tracked for Ben due to limited contact, 

Ben’s mother anecdotally reported increased verbal communication and conversations with Ben.  

The significant increase in food variety for Ben may be attributed to his oral feeding 

history and the level of feeding skills. Ben demonstrated food preferences (e.g., yogurt and juice) 

and had advanced feeding skills at the stage of the intervention. He was able to independently 

consume certain finger foods and preferred drinks from different cups (including using a cup 

with a straw). In contrast, Adam had little to no feeding history. Adult-fed pureed foods and 

drink acceptance in a bite-by-bite fashion, and subsequent advancement in oral motor skills were 

therefore prioritized.   

Anecdotally, preference for previously non-preferred foods emerged during the 

intervention for both participants. Food preference emerged and was reported by Adam’s mother 

at Week 16. Similarly, Ben accepted smoothies at Meal 12 and started to show a strong 

preference from Meal 15, where he was drinking the smoothies only throughout the session. This 

finding was consistent with a previous study by Penrod and VanDalen (2010) where food 

preference emerged during the treatment for tube-dependent children. Behavioural treatments set 

up the contingencies and provide opportunities for the child to have more contact with the foods. 

These foods can in turn become reinforcing properties themselves. The identification of 

preference may not only validate the treatment effectiveness, but also have social significance 

(Schwartz & Baer, 1991). Adam’s mother specifically expressed satisfaction for Adam’s 

preferences for foods. Future study on the behavioural treatment of tube-dependent children may 

benefit from preference assessments for target foods. 
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Caregiver Implementation and Adherence 

Caregiver Procedural Integrity and Overall Adherence 

The PI was relatively high between the caregivers. Nevertheless, errors in food 

preparation had greater impact on Ben’s food consumption. Increased packing and expulsion 

were observed when the foods were not cut into bite-size pieces. While presentation for Adam’s 

mother remained high, lower scores were observed in Ben’s food presentation. For example, 

Ben’s mother made more errors during spoon food presentations (e.g., placing the spoon foods 

directly in Ben’s bowl). Ben also had access to non-target food as other family members often 

brought foods into the house. Moreover, food and drink presentations were required to be 

presented on the table in front of Ben with a statement (“Take a bite”) instead of a question (e.g., 

“Do you want…?”). Due to a lack of in-person modelling and support with food preparation, the 

antecedent manipulations of bite size and food presentation affected the PI for Ben. Furthermore, 

variabilities in the consequence score were obtained for both mothers. The errors generally 

involved praise or attention for correct consumption, and a lack of RC and EE procedures for 

incorrect mealtime behaviours.  

More importantly, certain PI errors were directly related to treatment effectiveness and 

the level of IMB. The integrity of a session was affected due to an unreported preferred food for 

Ben. Prior to the BL, the researchers conducted an interview, which asked Ben’s mother to 

identify Ben’s preferred food. However, a few highly preferred foods were not reported (e.g., 

KFC potato gravies and fried chicken). During one meal, Ben exclusively ate the preferred food 

and showed higher levels of IMB when it was taken away.  

In general, caregiver adherence was at high levels for both participants. Both mothers 

conducted meals outside treatment sessions, collected mealtime data, adhered to the treatment 
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plan and attended in-person and tele-health sessions throughout the study. Nevertheless, some 

components of the adherence require improvement. Session cancellations and a lack of mealtime 

data recording was more prominent for Ben’s family, likely related to the impact of the 

lockdowns and the telehealth modality. High levels of caregiver implementation (e.g., Gonzalez 

et al., 2013) and adherence (e.g., Taylor, Purdy et al., 2019) are required for positive outcomes. 

Multiple factors may contribute to the discrepancy in parent adherence, such as barriers to data 

collection (e.g., medical appointments, time constraints), differences in intervention magnitude, 

parental emotional states, educational history, and perception of scientific research. The 

discrepancy reflects the complexity of human behaviour, the controlling variables in the 

environment as well as individual differences in past history (Skinner, 1953, 1969, 1974) in 

family-based research for human participants. It will be meaningful for future research to 

identify factors that influence parental adherence to treatment plans. Structured approaches can 

be developed accordingly to improve caregiver implementation. 

Parent Training 

Supporting parents with structured training sessions from the beginning of the study is 

one of the strengths of the current study. Written instructions were provided on a monthly basis 

for both families. Role-play and quizzes were provided to ensure competency before independent 

implementation. While Adam’s mother learned and generalized the use of DRA, RC, EE and 

other antecedent manipulations in the environment, both mothers learned to deliver attention and 

to use behaviour-specific praises for correct mealtime behaviours. The success of parent training 

for these treatment components was reported in previous studies. Pangborn et al. (2013) 

sequentially applied caregiver training and measured the correct use of praise, EE and prompts. 

Similarly, Gonzalez et al. (2013) found that treatment effects maintained after parent training, 
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during a 2-month follow-up visit in a local café. Moreover, twice-weekly visits with a parent 

training period, especially after the intensive period, may have the ability to empower the 

caregivers so they are more confident in their feeding skills and parenting roles (e.g., see Curtiss 

et al., 2008).  

Notably, caregiver training promotes the generalization of the behavioural techniques. It 

was noted that caregivers applied the procedures across other areas without direct teaching. For 

example, when introducing a new finger food, Adam’s mother presented the new finger food 

with a familiar food in an interspersed fashion. Generalization also occurred during the 

identification and the use of a new reinforcer. Adam’s mother manipulated or played with a new 

toy (e.g., bubbles) or phone game contingent upon consumption. Praise and attention were also 

used when teaching Adam to self-feed finger foods and drinks. Similarly, Ben’s mother reserved 

other preferred items (e.g., juice) until the meals were finished. This was consistent with the 

findings of Sharp, Jacquess et al. (2010), where the child continued to progress, leading to tube 

cessation at the 2-week follow-up. During the subsequent 1-month follow-up, the parents 

successfully thinned the reinforcement schedule and introduced more food varieties. Chewing 

skills emerged at the 6-month follow-up, in which higher texture foods were incorporated into 

her diet. The child consistently accepted and consumed table-texture foods by the 12-month 

appointment.  

Social Validity 

The results of the social validity survey for caregivers were relatively positive. Both 

mothers would recommend the intervention to other families with tube-dependent children. 

Similar results for the acceptability of the intervention techniques were obtained for both 

participants, despite the inclusion of extinction and punishment-based procedures for Adam, 
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possibly because Adam’s family had a history of insisting on feeding as a reaction to Adam’s 

food refusal. Extinction-based procedures were therefore not difficult to implement in this case. 

The study requirements were considered as acceptable by both families. Nevertheless, Adam’s 

mother verbally stated her satisfaction during the final tele-health visit, and was particularly 

pleased with the tube cessation. Although Ben only received parent training through telehealth, 

the outcome was scored generally positive. The relatively low score on the outcome for Ben was 

correlated to his mother’s perception about whether starting to eat led to better health. It was 

possible that the medical appointments continued during the intervention period, and there were 

no immediate improvements in his heart condition.  

Family Involvement. Since both families were ethnic minorities, attempts were made to 

reduce cultural barriers and improve engagement and communication (Jansen, 2009; Jansen et 

al., 2008; Hao, 2013). When conducting the social validity questionnaire, the families were 

provided with the opportunity to complete the survey in either a written or a face-to-face manner. 

Prior to the baseline, each family was interviewed in terms of their family foods, meal routines 

and meal arrangements. Their preferences and perceptions were subsequently incorporated into 

the interventions. For example, Adam’s mother preferred to include TV in the intervention, but 

Ben’s mother expressed a preference for no additional distractions during mealtimes. Adam’s 

whānau generally sat on the couch in front of the TV for family meals every day, whereas Ben’s 

whānau sat at the dining table for their daily meals. Adam’s mother was happy for Adam to take 

a bite from another’s plate, but Ben’s mother wanted Ben to eat from his own plate. Moreover, 

Adam’s mother was fasting for Ramadan at the beginning of the intervention and therefore could 

not eat with him. These eating habits, as a part of our cultural values and beliefs, are rooted in 

our childhood and cannot be easily changed (Fathauer, 1960). While past literature has rarely 
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cited the ethnicity of the research participants, those who participate in studies in New Zealand 

are ethnically diverse. Therefore, as psychologists practising in New Zealand, we have to respect 

cultural differences and take into account different beliefs and values while planning and 

implementing treatments (see Code of Ethics Review Group, 2002).  

Throughout the study, the interventions were applied following the least restrictive 

principle according to the ethics of psychologists (Code of Ethics Review Group, 2002). Physical 

guidance procedures (e.g., Dempsey et al., 2011) are an effective way to promote mouth close 

and swallowing. For example, Wilkins et al. (2011) combined chin prompt with re-presentation 

to treat expulsion in four children. All children showed decreased levels of expulsion in the 

study. However, it is worth noting that all participants, ranging in age from 22 months to 1 years, 

were G-tube dependent. Adam and Ben were both using an NG-tube. Nasal insertion, tube 

cleaning and taping involved touching their faces, which can be uncomfortable or even painful. 

We therefore avoided any physical prompts, especially around the face area, to prevent any 

potentially additional aversive effects on top of the feeding tube.   

Lastly, future studies could structurally measure children’s development of non-eating-

related skills throughout the study (e.g., every 2 months). The current study measured skill 

developments for Adam in a non-structured way. It is noteworthy that both caregivers rated the 

survey statement “This intervention had benefits that extended to other areas of my child’s life 

(not just eating)” relatively highly. While researchers train the caregivers for meal-related 

behaviours, parents may be able to generalize certain behavioural principles outside the mealtime 

context. On the other hand, when the caregivers consistently apply the behavioural 

contingencies, the child may generalize across skills, settings or stimuli in the absence of certain 
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environmental manipulations. This may be an important area for future behavioural research to 

assess the extent of generalization for both the caregivers and the child.  

Barriers to Effective Intervention and Recommendations for Future Research 

 The outcome of the current study demonstrates the effectiveness of using behavioural 

strategies for improving eating skills in children with TD. However, the impact of COVID-19 

and the medical barriers affected the effectiveness of the treatment.  

The Impact of COVID-19 and Teleconsultation 

The COVID-19 pandemic and corresponding lockdowns have occurred since 2020 in 

New Zealand and worldwide. People have since turned to tele-communication for work and 

socialization, according to the lockdown rules. ABA service providers, like the general public, 

have limited experience and research in remote service delivery. While the initial 3 months of the 

intervention were conducted in-person for Adam, the sessions for Ben were implemented solely 

through teleconsultation.  

Advantages. The Practice of Telepsychology (New Zealand Psychologist Board, 2012) 

states that psychological services can be delivered through the internet or other electronic 

modalities. This study showed the benefit of telehealth treatment sessions. For Ben, the 

researcher was able to continue providing the intervention, eating skill advancement and parent 

training in terms of meal routines and the use of reinforcement. Positive results were obtained for 

both participants, such as the increase in food variety, the emergence of new feeding skills 

(independent consumption and self-fed finger foods), as well as generalization across settings 

and skills for the children and their caregivers. Telehealth allowed the service provider to 

continue to deliver the treatment despite location or medical barriers (e.g., Peterson et al., 2021). 

Lastly, the continuation of telehealth support was socially valid for both participants. 
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Specifically, Ben’s mother preferred to continue interventions through telehealth. Future studies 

may benefit from assessing caregiver preferences for the telehealth modality, as some families 

may prefer to wait until in-person services are available. 

Disadvantages. Despite the benefits of providing remote services with no physical 

contact, tele-consultation may pose threats to treatment fidelity and can affect experimental 

control. The use of teleconsultation had a negative impact on the current study, including the 

barriers to effective caregiver training as mentioned above. Furthermore, tele-health sessions 

most often occur during follow-up visits (e.g., Peterson et al., 2021) or require vigorous parent 

training sessions (e.g., Bloomfield et al., 2021). In both cases, the caregivers had the opportunity 

to observe correct implementation of the procedures, receive feedback and were able to remain 

high levels of treatment integrity. This was consistent in Adam’s family, where Adam’s mother 

observed the procedures and received comprehensive and continuous training subsequent to the 

intensive intervention. In comparison, the strategies that are normally used during the intensive 

period, such as contingent access or extinction, could not be demonstrated to Ben’s caregiver. 

The disadvantage of telehealth also became a more prominent problem when a new skill needed 

to be taught.  

Researchers need to consider whether the technologies are accessible and able to be used 

this type of treatment (Wangelin et al., 2016). For example, having all family members at home 

during the lockdown may be a stressor and can potentially affect the treatment. More 

importantly, the adjustments in modality and interventions need to maintain treatment 

effectiveness, ethical practise, and the safety of participants or clients (Luxton et al., 2016). 

Bloomfield et al. (2019), provided caregivers with a behavioural skills training model through 

telehealth sessions to implement DRA, modelling and promptings. Improvements in food variety 
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were achieved, yet the child only successfully accepted four non-preferred foods over 12 weeks. 

In comparison to the outcomes from other studies (e.g., Bloomfield et al., 2021; Peterson et al., 

2021), concerns about the treatment outcome through online-only interventions may be raised in 

terms of social validity as well as effectiveness. Furthermore, ABA interventions, especially 

behavioural therapy services for children, require high levels of interaction, including prompting, 

physical play and facial expressions. It is crucial to consider whether the change of modality can 

still provide effective treatment results.  

Medical Barriers and the MDT 

First of all, a change to an overnight tube-feeding schedule was advocated for both 

children. Initially, five day-time tube feedings were scheduled for both participants. The sessions 

were conducted 1 to 2 hours after the last tube feed accordingly. The strategy was consistent with 

previous literature on treating children with TD (e.g., de Moor et al., 2007). For Adam, the 

researchers collected vomiting data to provide an objective measure for the MDT and advocated 

for the overnight tube feedings. As a result, Adam’s dietitian gradually changed his feeding 

schedule to continuous overnight feeding from Week 12. The tube-feeding schedule changes 

may have stimulated appetite, and allowed for oral meals throughout the day. At Week 15, 

Adam’s mother observed crying, walking around the room, and following his mother prior to his 

mealtime, which was anecdotally reported as Adam showing hunger cues. Objective monitoring 

and data gathering from the researchers allowed for overnight tube feeding, which contributed to 

reduced vomiting.  

New Zealand has a range of professionals supporting home tube-feeding (see Starship, 

2019), yet prolonged use of an NG-tube may have potential side effects. Piazza and Addison 

(2007) suggested that an NG-tube should only be inserted as a short-term support for 
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approximately 3 months. However, a bio-medical view is adopted by hospitals in New Zealand, 

whereby the focus is solely on the child’s weight gain (Jones et al., 2020). It has resulted in a 

lack of continuity between different professions across multiple disciplines (Jones et al., 2020). 

Some children are therefore relying on NG-tubes for months or even years, and problems are 

further exacerbated by the normalization of TD at school age (Jones et al., 2020). Both 

participants were tube dependent for an average of two years. While children with PFD are more 

likely to present with gastrointestinal symptoms (Vissoker et al., 2015), the prolonged insertion 

of NG-tubes may be related to or worsen some side effects such as vomiting (Pahsini et al., 

2016). Although Adam’s feeding tube was re-inserted following regular vomiting and food 

refusal, the vomiting did not improve afterwards. It is likely that overnight tube feedings and the 

reduction of the tube volume reduced vomiting, which allowed Adam to develop oral motor 

skills and have more time for oral meals. A recommendation for a system change in New 

Zealand is a standardized period of NG-tube use for children who require tube-feeding (e.g., 3 

months; Piazza & Addison, 2007). The involvement of some or all parts of the MDT from the 

onset of the insertion will be needed (e.g., dietitian and SLT). G-tube insertion will occur if the 

transition to oral feeding does not occur within the specified period. The early removal of the 

NG-tube can potentially reduce the aversion to swallowing and to contact around the facial area, 

which makes the transition period more pleasant for the child.  

Medical-related procedures and appointments were the other barriers in the intervention. 

Children with feeding tubes tend to be medically complicated (Greer et al., 2008). Both 

participants had congenital heart disease from birth and had been through heart surgery. The 

medical conditions and past invasive medical procedures were likely to prevent them from 

forming regular feeding patterns. The reasons for the delayed starting point and session 
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cancellations for Ben involved heart surgery, prolonged hospital stays and multiple medical 

appointments. Session cancellations also occurred for Adam due to a pace-maker relocation 

surgery. Medical barriers preventing the effectiveness of treatment are not commonly reported in 

current literature reviews; however, some studies highlighted similar situations (e.g., Curtiss et 

al., 2008; Rubio et al., 2015; Sharp et al., 2012). Future studies could include the effects of 

medical-related impacts when transitioning children from tube to oral feeding.  

Finally, the current study showed the effectiveness of and the necessity for multi-

disciplinary approaches for treating TD, in which clear communication between the MDT and 

the family is crucial for the process. Each member of the MDT plays an important role in the 

development and implementation of the intervention plan. The process of transitioning children 

off feeding tubes requires clear communication between the MDT team members (Edwards et 

al., 2016). For example, the oral and tube volumes and mealtimes were adjusted by Adam’s 

dietitian, which provided opportunities for Adam to feel hunger. While the paediatrician 

continued to monitor both children’s health conditions, the SLT offered crucial insights into 

feeding safety and self-feeding abilities. Concerns around the removal of the feeding tube and 

potential milk dependency were also clearly communicated to the MDT after the tube cessation. 

Therefore, the MDT continued to work with Adam’s family, and provided advice for further 

advancing eating skills and textures. However, due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

minimal contact was received from Ben’s dietitian despite frequent contact from the researchers. 

As a result, Ben’s weight was not obtained and there was a lack of tube feeding change in terms 

of the volume and schedule. Curtiss et al. (2008) noted a lack of cooperation from one of the key 

providers where the specialist solely focused on weight gain and did not advocate for improving 

oral feeding. As a result, the family decided to return to tube feeding for a few months during the 
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intervention. Future studies may benefit from more regular prompting, more involvement of the 

families in terms of achieving the goals, and documentation of the frequency of contacts 

attempted with the MDT.  

Limitations 

Several limitations exist in the current study. The primary limitation was the entirely 

different intervention process between Adam and Ben due to Covid-19. The majority of the 

sessions for Adam and the entire treatment phase for Ben were through telehealth, versus a 

complete or a majority of in-person intervention period commonly cited in the literature (e.g., 

Peterson et al., 2015; Sharp et al., 2012). While Adam received the intensive intervention, 

alternative treatment focusing on parent support was adopted for Ben without the initial intensive 

phase. Because of the lack of intensive treatment, the interventions for Ben were developed 

based on general procedures only (e.g., meal schedule, bite size manipulation, contingent 

attention). In contrast, additional to the general procedures, a complete intervention process was 

implemented and Adam’s mother received extensive in-person training and support. The 

differences in the intervention process significantly affected the comparisons that can be made 

between the participants.  

One of the other limitations is the confounding variables affecting experimental control 

and research fidelity, including the variations in food presentation, and the looseness of the 

experimental control. Apart from the limitations mentioned in the previous sections, higher 

texture foods were not systematically introduced for Adam. The lack of supply due to COVID-

19 caused Adam’s mother to buy pureed foods of a different brand, which were thicker in 

consistency. Although the food volume was prioritized following the intensive period, the 

treatment incorporated advancing texture in combination with volume as one of the goals. Unlike 
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Bachmeyer et al. (2013), the effects of texture relative to variety could not be isolated for the 

new foods. However, a volume fading procedure was applied to both familiar and higher-texture 

foods, which led to an increased consumption in both food groups. Food type, volume and 

utensil fading were broken down into successive steps by previous researchers, which were not 

incorporated in the current study (e.g., Bachmeyer et al., 2013; Groff et al., 2014). Moreover, one 

of the strategies used was Adam’s mother presenting three to four bites of familiar foods 

followed by a gradual increase in the number of target foods. Similarly, the use of spoon 

presentation during the process of teaching lip closure from spoon to cups assisted 

generalization. However, the increased number of bites for target foods or utensils was not 

recorded. For example, Hansen et al. (2020) provided parents with a rubric and instructed them 

to increase the number of self-feeding bites systematically through data recording. Future 

research could control for the different aspects of the foods, explore the effect of texture and 

flavour separately, and independently show the effects of each food variable. In addition, the 

researcher did not collect frequency of bites for Ben’s novel food consumption. Future study 

with strict experimental control may benefit from collecting number of novel food consumed per 

week, as well as frequency of novel food consumption per meal.  

This study used a concurrent and non-concurrent multiple baseline research design. 

Initially, the goals of the intensive phase for Adam were to increase acceptance of foods. The 

additional drinking and toothbrushing goals were set at the end of the intensive period. Oral 

hygiene became a priority since Adam started to consume foods orally, which was 

accommodated by the delayed multiple baseline design. However, it was unclear whether the 

acceptance of toothbrushing was present prior to the intervention. Although future studies may 

demonstrate better experimental control from using a concurrent multiple baseline design, it may 
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be hard to justify toothbrushing to families when their child refuses to eat food orally. Moreover, 

there was a lack of baseline or terminal volume probing sessions for Adam’s drinks. Similar to 

Bachmeyer et al. (2013), a terminal probe of 5 ml could have been used for Adam’s drinks to 

access further fading procedures if necessary. A return to baseline probe could have been done 

where 1) Adam had free access to TV, or 2) the researcher turns off the camera and microphone 

during the mealtime. A baseline probe session was scheduled for Ben but was cancelled due to 

medical appointments. Future studies could use probe sessions to demonstrate better functional 

control of the intervention.  

Multiple researchers have reported the effect of age and experience with oral feeding on 

treatment for children with TD (e.g., Jones et al., 2020; Ishizaki et al., 2013; Lively et al., 2019). 

For example, Ishizaki et al. (2013) showed that younger children, under the age of three years, 

required shorter intervention periods compared to the older participants. Both participants in the 

current study were two years old or younger. Although these two children had different levels of 

experience with oral feeding, the duration of past feeding history may have an impact on the 

effectiveness of the interventions. Future research could apply the same level of parent support 

but with participants who vary in age. 

 While the interobserver agreement across behaviours remained above the standard 

criteria of 80% (Page & Iwata, 1986), Ben’s data was significantly affected by the 

teleconsultation. First, the behavioural definitions for IMB required constant modification 

because not all the topographies of IMB were observed during the two-week baseline period. 

Telehealth allowed for a less controlled environment, where the events prior and following IMB 

were not strictly controlled. Second, IOA for Ben only occurred through the screen-share 

function on Zoom where the sound was absent and time delays occurred. Certain behaviours 
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were unable to be detected accurately for the second observer (e.g., mother’s verbal prompts, 

Ben responding “no”) which significantly lowered the IOA score, especially for IMB. The 

inconsistencies in the internet connection resulted in videos being slow to respond, which also 

affected IOA. Lastly, mouth clean was not clearly observable for the researchers. Consumption 

for Ben was calculated by subtracting the total number of bites by the number of expulsions. 
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Conclusion 

The current study used behavioural interventions to assist mealtime skill advancement 

following intensive intervention in two young children with tube dependency. A 

multidisciplinary team was involved for assessments, developing safety protocols, and in 

response to medical concerns. Despite the barriers, both children in the current study achieved 

positive outcomes. While one participant progressed from the intensive period to the parent 

support and the follow-up phase, the intensive intervention was not completed for the other child 

due to COVID-19. The findings of this study contribute to the literature that shows successful 

outcomes can be achieved in home settings with behaviourally trained caregivers. Mealtime 

behavioural changes were observed in both participants, and meaningful outcomes were obtained 

through gathering data from multiple meal-related dimensions. Some degree of generalization 

occurred in both participants following the outcomes achieved from the intensive phase. As a 

result, one child gained weight and was successfully transitioned off the feeding tube. The social 

significance of the study was evident through the survey of caregiver social validity. It also 

highlights the importance of caregiver training and adherence to training protocols through the 

measurement of procedural integrity. However, several limitations exist, which may inform 

future studies, such as the concurrent introduction of advanced volume and texture, and the 

confounding variables that may have impacted experimental control. 

Overall, further evaluations are required to determine the barriers to behavioural 

treatment for children with tube-dependency. Behavioural analysts may need to communicate 

about the potential aversiveness of feeding tubes to support the transition to oral feedings. More 

research is required for delivering behavioural interventions through telehealth. Eating plays an 
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important role in the family relationship (Ammaniti et al., 2004). Therefore, more research is 

needed, with parent implementation as the main focus.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Ethical Approval  
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Appendix 2: Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form 
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Appendix 3: Countee Example 
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Appendix 4: Procedural Integrity for Adam 
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Appendix 5: Procedural Integrity for Ben 
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Appendix 6: Social Validity Survey (Adam)
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Appendix 7: Revised Social Validity Survey for Ben
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Appendix 8: Food Variety for Adam (Top) and Ben (Bottom) 
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Parent Support 
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Appendix 9: Cancellations and Disruptions 

Partici-

pant 

Date Study Phase Reason for Disruption Outcome 

Adam  Intervention Swallowing test  No data 

 31.08.2021 Intervention Asleep Cancelled 

12.10.2021 Intervention Heart surgery Cancelled 

Ben -  Initial BL Heart surgery Delayed 

 6.7.2021 Initial BL Complication Cancelled 

 27.7.2021 Initial BL Complication, RSV bronchiolitis Cancelled 

 11.8.2021 Initial BL Asleep Re-scheduled 

 14.10.2021 Parent Support Asleep Re-scheduled 

 2.11.2021 Parent Support CT scan Cancelled 

 18.11.2021 Parent Support Heart appointment Cancelled 
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Appendix 10: Vomiting (Adam) 
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Appendix 11: Multidisciplinary Team Involvement (Adam) 

Week 

Food 

Sessions MDT Involvement and Outcomes 

1 53 - 67 Send vomiting data to the MDT 

2 68 - 81 Change number and speed of the tube-feeds 

5 

125 - 

145 Paediatrician and dietitian appointment 

6 

146 - 

167 Adjusted tube-feeds to mainly overnight feeding; Swallowing test 

11 

251 - 

273 Reduced tube-feeds 

12 

286 - 

291 Overnight tube-feeds Only 

13 N/D Reduced overnight tube-feeds 

14 

292 - 

299 Self-adjusting overnight tube-feeds 

18 

336 - 

338 MDT meeting 

20 

350 - 

355 MDT meeting; Reduced Overnight tube-feeds 

23 N/D Heart Surgery 

24 360-367 Tube cessation 
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Appendix 12: Expanded Graph (Adam) 
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Appendix 13: Meal and Non-Eating Related Skill Development 

 Meal related Skills       Non-eating related 

 Oral Motor Acceptance Social Cognition Motor Play Skill 

Before  Milk (inconsistent)   
Throwing 

Watching TV / iPad 

     
Crawling 

Ball play 

     
Sitting 

 

After 
Blowing blueberries Oral medication Smiling Imitation Object manipulation Simple phone games 

 
Tongue out 

Higher texture 

foods 
Babbling 

 
Standing 

Interactive play with 

peers 

 
Licking Different cups Eye contact 

 
Walking Toy play 

 
"AAA" Self-Drinking Imitation 

 Reaching  

 
Lip close 

Finger foods 
Shaking head 
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